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Dedication 
I would lik t d di at thi w rk t m daught r, a andra, and my n Jean-Franc 1 
fi r wh m life i ju t beginning and t my parent , h ila and Tony wh e lives sadly 
ended b for it compl ti n. 
A allli b gin all live will end· thi i indi putabl . R membering that it i what we 
do with th tim in b tween the e vent that matt r m t and h w we cho se to 
orch trat ur journey that r ally mak the diffi r n e fi reach f us. 
Kn w that it i n v r t late t tart n the path t fulfilling lifi time dr am - a 1 
vid n ed by thi final ubmis ion . 
v 
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elf- are: 
A Po itive P ychology pproach to Vicariou Tramnatization and Personal Growth 
rawing nth c n tantly u d m taphor that d pi t ne putting n the xyg n 
rna k fir t b cau e unl n i abl t breathe n cann t b fa sistanc t other 
pa ng r I p it that h lping pr fe i nal mu t n t ju t a knowl dge the self-care 
m v ment but mbra it and tati li ing it. H lping profe ional e pe ially 
coun ellor and m r p cifi all tudent and train e , are mor u eptible t mental 
and em ti nal di - a e. ' I beli v that 'kn wing' of s lf-care is quit imply not 
enough and that 'd ing' s Jf- are i a personal and profes ional obligation. By taking 
care of our mental and emotional well-being and living a healthy and balanced life, 
helping profes ionals really are taking care of tho en ar and d ar a well as tho e with 
whom we work. 
ontinually faced with personal and professional challenges to world views, 
healthy ways of being and ability to sustain positivity, the helping professional must take 
all available precautions to minimize the likelihood of permanent damag to their 
psyches. The focus ofthis project is to provide a unique way of protecting oneselfwhile 
fostering the opportunity for personal growth not only before, but also during and after 
experiencing vicarious traun1atization (VT). 
A counsellor's ability to be e1npathic and to de1nonstrate empathy, genuinene , 
warmth, and trust for a client is paramount in establishing a safe therap utic environment, 
which in tu1n i necessary for a succe sful interv ntion (S ligman, Rashid, & Park , 
2006; Sexton, 1999). mpathically bearing witn ss to heart-wrenching nanative and 
participation in re-enactm nts, vi ualizations, and th recalling of tramnatizing vent ~ 
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may increa e th vulnerability f un 11 r t th ffl ct fVT (Jenkin & Baird 2002; 
aakvitn 2002· nppany Whit Kr s & Wile n 2004). 
Defin d a 
a pect f the coun 11 r 
inv 1 ing profl und and permanent change in the c r 
lf ( dam & Rigg , 200 · J nkin & Baird, 2002 · 
aakvitn 2002 · rippany t al. 2004 VT r t on n ith r th th rapi t nor the client 
with r p ct to inad quaci imply tated, it i be be t cone ptualized a an 
o cupational hazard ( mmer 2008). 
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hapter One- Purpo e and Rationale 
Purpose 
The purp e f thi pr ~ ct i t pr vide a ben ficial pr e by which tho e in th 
h lping profi ions can de el p a p r nally ustomized elf- are plan ( P). 
Through de el ping and maintaining th ir P P pportunity i pr vided £ r not only 
mitigating th f VT but al in tran c nding p r nal gr wth beyond mere 
r c v ry to an a war n f lf that will ben fit the c unsell ing stud n t, trai ne , and 
e n m re a oned profe i nal in their lived e p ri nee. 
ounsellors at allle el f p rience may ch o t arm thems lves with a 
mechani m that convert adv r ity into opportunity thr ugh rcfl ctive 1neaning making 
that may re ult in per onal growth. Although VT can happen to any counseJlor working 
with trauma survivors, current re earch indicates that student in a counse}Jjng program 
and counselling trainees may be more susceptible to the effects of vicari us trauma 
(Adams & Riggs, 2008; Cunningham, 2004). Adams and Riggs (2008) also found that 
higher levels of VT symptoms correlated with participants having les than two em esters 
of applied experience. 
To address this potentiality, I believe it is cn1cial that counselling students, 
trainees, and other helping professionals initially invest in preventative trategies such a 
a personally customized self-care plan (PCSCP) that 1nay help to create a protective 
buffer (Neummm & Gamble, 1995; Sommer, 2008). Creating a P S P during the earlier 
stages of their helping careers practitioners may also experience enhanced s If-
awareness resulting in personal growth. 
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hrough the 1 n of p iti p ch logy I will c nn ct how a P P c nstructed 
with th mpiri ally r earch d Valu in ction' (VIA) urv y, which in rporate 
r Vi1tues ' and "24 haracter tr ngth ' in it r ult may pr v nt and/or 
mitigat th ffect ofV . Furth rm re thr ugh participati n in didactic c mponent 
and lf- 1 cting fr m a n f acti n- ri nted, hand -on' e erci r reating 
th r participant rna b apt t a ep t elf- ar a m re than just s m thing to talk 
about and m re of a "mu t ha e in th ir th rap utic t olkit . 
By creating their own If-care plan and by participating in educational 
opp rtunitie n what VT i and i n t, beginning coun ellor e pecially may dev lop the 
knowl dge ba n ed d to identify the ympt 111 of VT in themselves and th ir D llow 
practitioner . Participants would be encouraged to explore how it may affect their ability 
to be present with their clients, and to "mine for the personal growth opportunities that 
may transpire should one experience V . The propo ed process utilizes a tri-dimensional 
approach catered specifically to tudent/trainee counsellors. 
Rationale 
A crucial element of this process expands the students' /trainees' knowledge ba e 
with respect to understanding what VT is while honing their ability to recognize the 
symptoms in themselves and fellow practitioners. In a literature review of counsellors 
who had and were enduring vicarious traumatization, Sexton (1999) put forth four 
recommendations. Firstly, Sexton recommended that therapist develop the ability to 
recognize salient themes and self-reactions that could re ult in counte1iransference. 
Secondly, he suggested th rapists under tand when their individual somatic igns of 
distre s become evident. hirdly, Sexton reconm1ended therapists become attuned to 
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early indication of the on et of VT in them el e . a tly he recom1nended therapists 
's lf-con£ fe ling and p n nc pertaining t their wn trauma-relat d lifl events. 
1 the ability f tudent/train e couns llor t invest in the 
g n ration fa per nally crafted and cu t mizable elf-c ·e program integral with the 
con truct f p rsonal growth. h primary elem nts of the P P incorp rate p sitiv 
p y h logy interventi n [! cu d n utilizing p iti haracter trait ,' e p riencing 
'po iti ubjective tat and ngaging with ' enabling in tituti n ' (Peter on 2006). 
long with the p cho- ducati nal comp nent, a pam hlet that allow 
patiicipants to el ct and e peri nee numerous hand -on action-oriented' exerci swill 
be availabl . Whil each ex rei e addre s s pecific core virtue and character strength , 
the proposed p ycho-educational c ur e will provide th opportunity forth exerci es to 
be compl ted framed within an approach directed solely from the participant's 
perspective. I believe that working through the ex rcises will significantly enhance the 
learning experience and may not only provide the opportunity for participant "buy-in' 
and an acknowledgement of the i1nportance of self-care in their personal and profe ional 
lives, but may also motivate the participants to generate their own PC CP. 
The final element of the process, a continuance of the student/trainee counsellors ' 
personal growth, anticipates the developn1ent of confidence to accept that one is uffering 
from vicarious traumatization, recognize its influence on client-counsellor interaction , 
and work towards mitigating its effects. The underlying motivation for electing to utilize 
this particular process rests in positing that personal growth may transpire at some point 
prior to, during, or after VT. 
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It i nticipated that by pl ring a p ct f po iti p y hological thinking, 
e periencing the p iti e impact f im lementing a P P early in on care r being 
able t id ntify th on et of VT and exp riencing befl r hand s 1n f the p itive 
p ychoth rap utic interv nti n trategi tudent/traine coun ll r will become 
in est dine ta li hing and adh 1ing to th ir own cu tomiz d elf-car plan. 
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hapter Two- A Literature Review 
Wh ther a first r p nd r t a natural disa t r an etn rg n y w rk r, an 
intermediat car gi er r a car pr vid r rking in ith r an outpatient or inpatient 
tting all have th p t nti 1 t uf£ r fr m me fonn f ec ndary trauma r econdary 
traumatic tr (Trippan t al. 2004 . ndary trauma r ec ndary traumatic tre s, 
fr qu ntly lab l d a compa 1 n fatigu r fer t a t f ymptom that parall l those 
f the diagno tic crit ria fi r P t r raumati tr Di rd r (PT D) or Acut tres 
Dis rder a laid ut in th Anxiety i rd r section f th Diagnostic and tat is tical 
Manual of Mental Di order -IV-TR ( merican P ychiatric Association, 2000). 
In general trawnatic e periences are defined a an "e p sure to a situation in 
which a per on i confronted with an event that involves actual or threatened death or 
seriou injury, or a threat to self or oth rs' physical well-being" (Trippany et al. 2004, p. 
31). Encountering client whose e1notional narrative may include dome tic violence, 
physical or sexual assault, chool or work-related violence, childhood sexual abu e, and 
natural disasters is a frequent occurrence for counsellors although they n1ay never work 
in an environment where crisis is the primary focus (Sommer, 2008; Trippany et al., 
2004). 
Frmn being thought of as an unconscious infection to a contagion labeled soul 
sadness, McCann and Pearlman ( 1990) assert that for some therapists, doing 
psychotherapy with trauma survivors can result in a pe1n1anent dis1uption to their 
"cognitive manifestations of p ychological needs" known as cognitiv chen1as (p. 13 7). 
Me ann and Pearlman (1990) in their seminal re earch on trauma coined th 
phrase "vicarious traumatization" (VT) to identify the altering ef£1 ct to cognitiv 
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chema that may b p ri need b th rapi t wh orked with trauma victin1 . 
Re arch into th c n tru t fVT initiall r fi rr d t uch trauma a a 
c untertran fer nc r acti n compa i n fatigue r burnout. ub quent re ar h 
r veal dhow r ignificant difference b tw nand amon th ab ve-n1enti n d 
8 
n tructs and VT dam & Rigg 20 · Je m Baird, 2002; Trippany et al., 2004). 
Vicariou trawnatizati n hen di tingui h d from uch c nstru t may b n1ore ea ily 
under to d. 
What Vicariou Traumatization i Not 
Countertrao ference. n imm diate emotional response by the counsellor to a 
client's issue or concern re ulting from the lived e peri nee of the counseJlor, 
countertransference i specifically related to eli nt/counsel1 or interaction during the 
counselling ssions (Trippany et al., 2004) and although it need to be addressed, it is 
not likely to alter the coun ellor's worldview. Research indicates that if a counsellor j 
suffering from VT, "the related disruptions in cognitive schemas become part of the 
counsellor s unconscious personal material that may then result in countertransfer nee 
reactions toward the client" (p. 32). 
Compassion fatigue . First acknowledged in the nursing profession, compas ion 
fatigue is identified as the cumulative buildup of primary traumatic tress over ti1ne and 
can be debilitating in that it affects the counsellor's ability to be empathic (Sommer, 
2008). Primary, secondary, and vicarious traumatization can actually add up to or be 
very much a part of the overall spectrum of compassion fatigue. 
Burnout. Identified as a gradual and cumulative buildup that r ult in emotional 
exhaustion and chronic tedium in the workplac , burnout is linked to workplace 
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condition (J nkin & Baird, 2002 . Inc un lling burn uti r lat d p cifi ally t a 
fl eling of being v rl ad d econdary to eli nt pr blem f chronicity and c01npl ity 
and ultlinat 1 1 ad t dep rs nalizati n f th client inad quat eli nt suppoti, inferi r 
rvic deli r , d a n 
the ervic w rker ( J nkin 
urn ut and V 
f redu d per nal accompli hment and job sati fa ti n by 
Baird 2002· Trippany et al., 2004). 
di tingui h d fr m a h ther thr ugh a con ideration 
of s v ral dim nsi n . ymptom ar bservable reacti ns v rs s 1n re c vert changes in 
thinking, whil the amount of exp ure t trauma urviv r vari gr atly. In addition, 
th relevant p pulati n inv lved in the service pr vi i n ar n t aligned, and the former 
focus son ymptom while th latter fl cuse on theory (Jenkin & Baird, 2002). 
However both V and bwnout hare similar behavioral, emotional, and physical 
ymptoms, are frequently characterized by a commonality in work-related issues, 
interpersonal problems, and a general decrease in esteem, as well as concern for clients. 
Burnout can occur in persons within many profe ions builds gradually and 
cmnulatively as a result of emotional exhaustion, relates to chronic tedium in the 
workplace, and is linked to workplace conditions. VT on the other hand, occur within 
professions dealing specifically with trauma victims and is characterized by an abrupt and 
sudden onset of symptoms. 
Vicarious Traumatization 
A counsellor's ability to be ernpathic and to demonstrate empathy for clients i 
paramount in establishing a therapeutic relationship. Establi hing good rapport with a 
client is also necessary for a successful intervention. ounsellors, who en1patheti all 
bear witness daily to heart-wrenching narratives and participate in re-enactment and 
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i ualization of traumatizing nt ar parti ularly ulnerabl t the effect ofVT. 
'The client or ur IV r p ri nee th trauma· h w · r VT is not ab ut the surviv r, it 
is about th coun 1 r [and] it i best c nc ptualized a a rt f ccupati nal hazard" 
(Jenkin & Baird, 2002, p. 52 . 
VT rna be defined a the tran [! rmati f£ t up nth helping pr £ s ional that 
r ult tn hang t th f th th rapi t ' If. ' ignificantly challenged, 
cognitiv chema , id ntit 1n mor and b lief y t ms oft n b com ev rely changed 
(Me ann & P arlman, 1990· nppan et al. 2004 ). h therapi t' per onal balance i 
l t and inva ive and intru iv horr r penetrate and take hold. Waves of agony and pain 
bombard th therapi t s spirit and eep in draining strength, confidence, de ire, 
fri ndship, calmne , laught r and good health. onfu ion, apathy isolation, anxiety, 
sadn , and illne s ar often the result ( aakvitne, 2002). 
McCann and Pearlman (1990) not only coined the term vicarious traumatization 
but also developed the constructionist self-development theory ( DT) founded in the 
premise that individuals understand and rationalize their surrounding life experiences by 
constructing realitie based upon the development of cognitive schemas including 
"beliefs, assumptions, and expectations about self and the world" (p. 13 7). Counsellor , 
who are subjected repetitively to a client's re-enactlnent and re-telling of traumatic 
experiences, may alter perceptions as a mechanism of self-protection against the effect 
of interacting with the clients traun1atic experiences. 
rippany et al. (2004) posit the onset of vicariou traumatization to be a nom1al 
adaptation by the cotmsellor. I believe that the recognition and enhancement of th 
points of positivity in one's life (by focusing on an individual ' core virtue and character 
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trength ) 1 ad to a r duction in th on ntration n then gati e asp ct in ne's ljfe 
(the f01mati n f fal p rc ption a th ir reality). This I interpr t to be a form f 
positive psych th rap mbedded in an indi idual' per nally cu tomized elf-care plan. 
ymptoms of VT. In the coun lling arena, VT i related t a pe ific client's 
traumatic peri nee e t nd b y nd th si ns, and ub equ ntly affe ts all a p cts f 
the lifl f the c uns 11 r. cc rding t dam and Rigg (2008), th ympt m of VT 
includ a pr occupati n with the client' traumatic e ent, av idance and numbing f 
v nt an 1n r a in n gati v arou al, and 1 wer d frustrati n and tol ranee levels. 
ther VT ymptom include intru ive thought f eli nt ' material, a dread of working 
with certain client a decrease in a ubjective en e of afety a feeling f therap utic 
impotence a dimini bed sen e of purpose, or a decreased functioning in a number of 
areas in both personal and profe ional realms. 
Susceptibility to VT. An important component to preventing VT is 
acknowledging individual susceptibility and personal vulnerabilities. Unrealistic 
expectations for oneself as a professional and/or the unfounded beliefs about the value of 
stoicism or non-responsiveness that leave the individual feeling ashamed and silenc d 
about her/his feelings may contribute to increased risk ofVT. Student/trainee counsellor 
will also often undergo feelings of shan1e at their sense of incompetency and will be 
reluctant to seek appropriate supervision and support (Adams & Riggs 2008). 
Disregarded self-care plans or other personal coping strategies that do not help or 
cany heavy costs (e.g., addictions, numbness, and isolation) may also increase one's 
vulnerability to VT. Sommer (2008) fmih r supported the importance of elf-car wh n 
VT&P -. R AL R W H 
h c nclud d lf-car i a in1p rtant t th pr i nal practic f counselling a 
theoretical ori ntati n and t chnical applicati n (p. 8). 
Recently Adam and Rigg (200 ) con lud d that th ymptom of vicariou 
traumatization in tudent and traine ar rr lated heavily with personal i u sand 
training penenc s. unningham (2004) plored the ri k a ciated withe po ur t 
trauma a es in th m, and ffer d rec mmendati n for tablishing a safe 
l arning nvir nm nt to minimize the p tential [i r V . iv n this re earch, it i 
imperati that n t onl b gim1ing c un 11 r team t identify, pr vent, or mitigate the 
effects of V but that sea oned oun ell r practicum uperv1s r , educators, and 
administrator be just as inform d. 
12 
Not having sp cifically researched the gender or cultural implications for tho e 
who uffer from VT, I suspect that th re may be a differ nee, not only in the 
symptomology, but also in the interv ntions chosen. For example, helping professionals 
from astern culture 1nay not identify with depression or cognitive distortions and may 
choose to address their vicarious trauma with different interventions and exercises that 
are more in alignment with their worldview. Adult males may not be as concerned for 
their personal safety as won1en and hence may be affected differently under the duress of 
VT. Perhaps future research will shed more scientific knowledge on correlations 
between vicarious traumatization and gender, culture, or other ocioeconomic 
considerations. 
VT strategies. 
Individual. In their study of issu s faced by psychotherapist in their profe sional 
development, Neumann and m11ble (1995) po it that pro-active trategie utiliz d by 
n th ir mpl an b h lpful in mainl ining n1pathy r ativily and 
h p in the c un ell r/ li nt relati n hip. n w uld anticipat that unselling 
tud nt/train might h t mpl mi tur [ trat gi that in lude indi idual 
edu ali nal and rganizali nal tral gi that rna a mpli h j u l that. 
ne lral g fl n u d b pra ti mg un n their individual 
Bryn , 200 ). reating and pmg en a 
maintaining lf- ar plan i f param unt imp rtan in an individual ' a il ily l c pc 
ith th da -t -da chall ng i nal fr nl. llh ugh 
haub nand razi r (19 ) [! und th m t c mmonly utilized p iti vc coping lralegy 
wa l eek ad quate em ti nal and cial upp rt a w ll as appr prialc supervi si n, I 
hypothe iz that a P 
Educational. 
P anal beau eful additi n lo any c ping lratcgy. 
mn1 r (200 ) in h r tudy fvicari u trauma and ducati n 
con i tently ummariz d educati nal trat gi wherein she tated,' ducat r have an 
ethical obligation lo inform counsellors regarding the danger inherent in working with 
client who are traumatized' (p. 65). oing one tep further, ommer concluded, 
'coun ellor educator have an thical r ponsibilily to provide pecific training in this 
area (VT) to prevent potential harm to clients and coun ellors" (2008, p. 62). 
ducational trategie are not confined to the realm of acad mic in titution . 
mployers of counsellors and tho e who supervis coun ellor al have a two-fold 
responsibility. Fir t they mu t provide the training specific to th understanding, 
recogniti n and mitigation ofvicariou traumatization. qual in importance, they 
them elve mu 1 enhance their individual knowl dg fVT through the am pc ific 
training. Both th APA and th A A ' d of Ethics ha rccogniz d thi rili ·al need 
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re ulting in the impl m ntation f 
ode of -< thi , 200 ). 
ral tandard t addr thi d ficiency ( e A 
0 cupational. ft n ag ncie rk ut f th misguided b lief that feeling are 
unpr nal and ha n plac in th w rkplace, and coun ell r are merely 
mploy e d ing' and not £1 ling.' hi h01i ighted and unJ ali ti v1ew 1n rea e 
the vuln rability fthe helping pr fi i nal within the rganizati nand £1 r th 
organizati n a a wh le. Th e im ractical way f thinking ndang r the helping 
profe ional th client and th rganization truough empl yment attrition, ab nteeism, 
and pr fe ional mi c ndu t. Ri hards n, in her guidebo k n vicarious traum 
peculated that the p ychol gy and phy ical state of th people w rking in any 
organization could be severely influenced by the culture of the organization (2001 ). 
The individual s working en ironment has a profound effi ct on her or his 
vulnerability to VT. Agency policies and expectations significantly influence a helping 
professional s ability to prevent or at the very least, mitigate the effects of VT. A 
working envirornnent that contributes positively to this goal provides "clear guidelines, 
structures, well-defined roles, and policies that enhance practitioner well-b ing" 
(Richardson, 2001, p. 25). 
A mutually respectful culture that the practitioner feels a pmi of, with time-related 
benefits such as self-care days, enhanced holidays and an extended healthcare plan, 
encourages those who are cognizant of vicarious trauma and its ymptoms to exerci e 
more care in their day-to-day responsibilities. Supportive supervi ion, peer con ultation, 
debriefmg and personal therapy may support a couns llor through difficult period . 
V &P R R WTI 
I b li that £ rmulating a P 
may pre r e empathi abiliti cr ati ity and h p while£ tering per nal gr wth. 
boice Theory and the Per onally ccountable Per on 
th r i £ und d in an und r tanding f th gniti w rkings of the 
mind while it c n1pl m nt r alit th ry, 6 u n the kill for int rfacing with the 
cogniti w rking fthe mind (Wubb lding & n k 11 2007). Whil com le in 
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th ry, in pra ti I int rpr t the e th ori t n1ean that individuals are resp nsibl :D r 
their emotional attitudinal and b ha i ral reacti n t cv nt in their liv s. Th mann r 
in which one manage th ir m ti n , and hence their attitud i refl ted in th 1r 
behavior. positiv appr ach t c ntrolling one' behavi r permits a rational r pon e 
regardless of the ituation. In thi cont t tho e individual wh live by thi con truct I 
will refer to a "Personally Accountable Persons." 
Choice theory i a construct that can b utilized in th th rapeutic combat again t 
emotional dependency i.e. relying on another for emotional security and stability 
(Hoogstad, 2008). Contrary to the belief that an external motivation can "make you do 
something,' behavior is a' self-choice." Although we may not be able to control our 
physiological or subsequent emotional responses to events, we are capable and 
accountable for making a conscious choice of what behavior or action we will take and 
how long we will feel the emotional response we experienced. When one re orts to 
blame of others for how they are in this world, they enter into a victim m ntality. 
In this mode, identifying the perpetrator, ituation, or circumstance for what went 
wrong is of initial importance. Subsequently, blame is assigned culpability is verified, 
the victim is exonerated, and an exp ctation that things will be made right result . The 
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ictim mentality ju tifie being up et and r t th nu ut id th lf for th 
con qu n e thereby c ndoning an gativ attitud and b havi r. Thu any thought, 
tat n1ent r a tion d nying accountability re eal th victim m ntality. Being awar f 
i ting in thi r alm and making a c n ci u choi t ac pt ersonal ace untability for 
n m ti n attitude and beha ior i fundam ntal to i ting a a p r onally 
accountable per on. 
Th p r onally a c untable p rs n li by th cr do that ev rything that may 
happ n, i happ ning, or ha happ n d g n rat an opp rtunity D r personal growth. 
ne 1nay choos th n t dw ll in th po itive end f the pectrum ppo ite to the victim 
pole even though in r ality one is con tantly fluctuating back and forth al ng the 
continuum. implistically, if one is aware of being negativ , one ha the choice to be 
positive. Awarene permit choice; choice permits not nly determining one' reaction 
or behavior, but al o the opportunity for per onal growth. 
I believe that the construct of choice theory is in alignment with many of the 
elements of positive psychology interventions, and that personal growth after 
traumatization can happen when cognitive thinking and acceptance of accountability have 
been transformed into concrete actions. In this way, self-awareness, choice theory, and 
personal accountability may be additional comple1nentary elements of a self-care 
program that may counteract smne of the effects ofVT. 
Positive Psychology 
According to Seligman, Steen, Park, and Peterson (2005), positive psychology i 
the scientific research-based study of human flouri hing by di cov ring what make life 
most worth living. It uses an applied pre criptive approach to optimal hun1an functioning 
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thr ugh p r nal gr wth i. . th d l p1n nt and enhanc m nt f elf and ncompa s 
br adly the tudy of p itiv m tion , "po iti charact r trength ," and "enabling 
instituti n ' ( hri toph r & Hickinb H m, 200 P itiv p ychol gy ek t di cov r 
what i right with indi idual a well a hat i g ing wr ng. !though it[! u es on 
building trengths and wellne rath r than n r m d ing weakne and path 1 gy, 
re ear h r ar urr ntly kino t und r tand both happine and suffering, th ir 
interacti n , and t alidate thr ugh r ar hint rv nti n that minimize uffering and 
rna irnize happin (J ph & Linl 2006; eligman et al., 2005 . 
Po itive p ch 1 gy ha it root founded in the w rk f humani tic 
psych logi ts arl Rogers and Abrahan1 Maslow who both strov t under tand th full 
range of the human experi nee. They recognized that applying the medical mod 1 was 
restrictive in that although it provided b n fit to th client at th same time could prove 
to be detrimental to the eli nt in a different aspect (Joseph & inley, 2006). Within the 
medical model, the full experience of humans is dichotomized into negative and positive 
elements with the traditional focus being on resolving one's problems in life through 
interventions focused primarily on the negative. 
Rogers and Maslow presented an alternate paradigm to the medical model that 
theorized that people are "intrinsically motivated towards development, growth, and 
socially constructive behavior" (Joseph & Linley, 2006, p. 333). Viewing the human 
experience in a unitary sense with both negative and po itive experiences lying on 
opposing sides of a continuum brought validity to the hypothe i that decreasing the 
negative affects increased positive affects, and the counter-intuitive hypothesis that 
increasing positive affects would d crease n gative one . 
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According to P t r n (200 ) p itiv p ych l gy ha three maj r £1 ci: po itive 
ubjective tat uch a hap ine p iti e trait uch as character str ngth and 
po iti in tituti n uch a chool r bu ine e . pplying the practi al application 
that ar mbodied in the 't lb f p iti p h therapy a r all d mains f life i 
r 1 vant t e r day p pl ind pendent f rae , cultur , g nder age, ocial or c nomic 
tanding, r any other d m graphi . urr nl r arch in th fi ld of p sitive p ychol gy 
indicat that utilizing tr ngth and mining p itivity in the bu in , educational 
organizati nal coaching, and therapy d main r ul t in larger gains than by 
con ntrating on re olving pr blems (Park n, & eligman, 2006; Peter n & 
eligman, 200 ; eligman V rauil, & Kang 2001; taat Hupp & Hagl y, 2008). 
Positive State 
It is my understanding that positiv tates of b ing can be defined as tho e times 
that "we are one with all things and are totally "into" what we are doing without thought 
to time, effort, or reward. I believe that by creating and maintaining a self-care program, 
counselling students/trainees have an increased likelihood of enjoying such states more 
often. Examples of such states are flow, joy and savouring and I believ that when we 
become "centered on self' and self-reflect to the point where we are self-aware, we may 
have more opportunity to experience positive states of being. 
Flow. The model of flow is centered in the experience of self, as opposed to 
being motivated by external stimuli providing future reward, and its value lies in doing 
something for its own sake. Defined by sikszentmihalyi and sikszenmihalyi (1998), 
flow is a tate in which "all the contents of consciousness ar in harmony with ea h other, 
and with the goals that define a person's self. Thes tates are the subjective conditions 
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w all plea ur happin ati facti n, and enjo m nt (p. 24). he tat f flow is on 
of s If- hallenge, elf-ab orpti n lf-enj yment and the fulfillment of g al of and for 
elf. The ch ice n make betw n alt rnati ith r ati fie the goal f the If (the 
tat of fl r ati fi th g n tic/ ultural goal I an1 d thr ugh v I uti n. 
During £1 w on fr qu ntl 1 e the n f tim , ne b liev tl at th utc me 
of the activit i under ne' c ntr I and th m ti ati n [i r c ntinuance orr p titi n i 
enj ym nt. Fl w i r lat d t per nal well-being in that it i centered within the self; it 
maintains a hannoniou tate f c n c1 u n and inv lv kill and knowledge. Flow 
a an xp ri n e of enjo menta ciat d with per nal gr wth, a an nhanc ment of 
ego str ngth , and a the fulfillment of intrinsic needs plays an imp rtant r l in 
establi hing one' positiv subjective tate. 
Joy. Individually ubj ctive the state of joy usually arises in contexts apprai ed 
as secure, afe, and familiar, and i frequently accompanied by physical components uch 
as a flushed face, alertness laughter, and a ense of bodily well-being. Joy is defmed as 
the high arousal positive emotion of aliveness, or the communication of being alive, in 
the psychological sense (Fredrickson, 1998). Joy can at times be a tonic for restoring 
emotional well ness. Joy may reach its highest level during the proces of becon1ing 
human. The process of transcendence through self-actualization provides a multitude of 
the feelings delineated under the domain of joy. I can testify that the sense of inner-pride 
(intrinsic joy) associated with the various facets of personal growth i ju t a satiating, 
sustainable, and long lasting as the enjoyment derived during play. 
Savouring. It is evidentiary that both thoughts and behavior are elicited befor , 
during, and after partaking in a po itive experienc . Savow·ing, d rived from the Latin 
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w rd ' ap r or t ta te 1 th pr c fbeingawar of att ntiv t andaclively 
appreciativ fthe ubj ti e p n nc ryant and V r ff (2007) defined avounng 
a the capacity t attend t appreciat and nh th p iti e e pen nc f on life. 
Whil not an m ti nit lf a uring deal ith p itive m tion and £i ling and the 
gniti r ognition and reflecti di ernm nt f th m tion and £i ling . 
Br ant and Ver ff 2007) al p ulat d that a unng a rei ted to 
redricks n (1998) broad n-and-build the ry rna be them tivating tate to enhanc 
n ' cognitiv r p rtoir und r th ndition fa po itive e1noti nal event. avounng 
1nay b refl ction with re pect to m marie th pa t), an occurring event (the pr sent), or 
an anticipation (the future) but in all ca e deal with the enjoyment and length ning of 
the po itive e p ri nee. 
In their rec nt tudy of the progr of positive p ychology eligman et al., 
(2005) propo ed that the enhanc ment of po itive subj ctive tate lies in three distinct 
but interr lated routes: the "meaningful life' or meaning the "engaged life" r 
engagement, and the "plea ant life' or positive emotions. While in agreement, I believe 
that attaining meaning and engagement in life are the precursors to truly attaining a 
pleasant life. 
Enhancing Positive States 
The meaningful life. Seligman et al. , (2006) proposed the meaningfullifl as a 
route to enhancing positive subjective states and posit that it is accomplished by believing 
in something bigger than the self and utilizing one's "Signatur Strength " and tal nts to 
serve that belief. In their exploration of what makes the good life po ible, and what i 
right about people, Peterson and Seligman (2004) concluded that virtues ar indi ativ of 
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mor 1 c 11 n e in th w y p opl 1 ad their li e and the c ntral charact ri tic of th e 
virtu s ha e be n valu d by moral phil ph r and r ligi u thinker tlu·oughout hi t ry. 
Po itive in titution uch a orrununity famil c untry, r ligi n, or politic ar 111 
abundanc a h in tituti n rna pr id th m an t a hi am aning in on ' life 
that tran nd mer l b n fit t th lf but alidate po iti m ti nal r p n e 
thr ugh a b n fit pr vided t a gr at r purp 
The engaoed life. cond r ute pr p ed by Iigman and his coll ague 
(200 ) a am an to nhancing p itiv ubjectiv tat i that achiev d through the 
' ngag d J ife. hi portray a lifl filled with j y and xcitement sustained by 
involvement and ab orption in on work and relationships bol tered by one' creativity. 
eligman and colleague also uggested that further increased inv lvement in activiti 
closely aligned with one signature trength promote the engaged life. 
It is through the exi tence of the consciou self or consciousness that permit one 
to choose to transform physiological proces es of an instinctual nature into po itive 
subjective experience representing goals of the seJf (Csikszentmihalyi & 
Csikszentmihalyi, 1998). Csikszentmihalyi and CsikszentmihaJyi have constructed 
consciousness into three components of attention (which makes one alert to information), 
awareness (which interprets the infom1ation), and memory (which stores the information 
for recall). They further expand this construct into psychic entropy and negentropy state 
in which the conscious mind is making decisions between what genetics and culture tell 
us we should do and what the self wants to do. The choices one 1nake between 
alternative either satisfies the goals of th self, which i the tate of flow, or sati fie the 
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g netic/ ultural goal 1 amed thr ugh oluti n. Wh n b orption in th ubj ctiv 
peri n e r ach an int n e 1 tat 
The plea ant l'fe. T third rout that 
f fl w i u uall y e p ri n ed. 
ligman tal. (200 ) pr p s d a a 
m an t nhancing p iti e ubj ti tat 1 th con tru t f the 'plea ant life' 
entr nch din th height ned d gre f p itiv m ti n with resp t to the pa t, the 
pr nt and the future and th l a1n d kill o iat d ith in r a ing their int n ity 
and durati n. ati facti n nt ntment fulfillm nt pri 1 and serenity are all p itive 
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m tion r flective fth p t. ali facti n derived frmn imm diat plea ur po iti ve 
motion occurring in th pre nt. H pe ptimi m, faith, tnlst and confidence are all 
positive em tion utilized t define a future tat . 
Fr qu ntly, many of these emotions ar vi wed from their mirror-image negative 
tate during the course of negative interventions aimed at resolving existing problems. 
raditionally, therapy focusing n overcoming negativi m is ai1ned ultimately at 
increasing the intensity of positive emotions through the modulation of the negative. 
Positive p ychotherapy however aims its focus directly on accentuating and heightening 
the positive emotions as the mechanism for decreasing negativism. 
Positive Emotions 
Positive emotions result from experiencing positive effect and thereby often 
precipitate a continuation of engagement of that particular event or situation 
(Fredrickson, 1998, 2001). Emotions can be thought of as contagious en rgy in motion 
being the displays of one's feelings to any particular event or ituation. They are sy1nbols 
of the tate of mind cmnmunicating knowledge of feelings to the self and others. They 
bring about understanding, both internally and e ternally through their connection to 
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pe pl and th r al w rld. N gati emoti n h lp u t urv1 e; p itive e1 otion h lp 
u t thriv . Negativ moti n ar fi ling f x lu i nand are n1 tivated y fear and 
control. ~ or xample w m y feel £ ar and appr h nsion wh n ur a.G ty i thr atened 
and ur fright and flight r pon ha b n a tivat d. Po iti e rnoti n , which are few 
in number and diffu e in natur ar fe ling f inclusion and ar g n rally m tivated by 
th want f njo m nt and unity. Wh n w fi 1 alidated and/ r our ef.G 1is are 
appre iated, w 1nay fi cl m r c nfid nt and e p ri nee p itive m ti ns. 
r d1icks n (1 200 1) and Fredri k n, Tugade, Waugh and arkin, (2003) in 
Fr drick n s 'broaden-and-build' theory contended that negative emotion initiate 
specific action tendencies uch a fear vok s flight and ang r evokes aggression, while 
at the same time restricting one' thought-actions. ontrarily, positive emotions expand 
the attention focu often demon trated in flow, increasing cognitive and intellectual 
proces es by enlarging one 's expert knowledge and intellectual complexity as well a 
enhancing action re ponses. 
Contributing to the development of one's physical resource (physique, physical 
skills, health, and longevity) , positive emotions also strengthen social resources through 
alliances, friendships, fatnily, and social support networks, and bolster psychological 
resources such as resilience, optimism, and creativity. Postulating an "undoing 
hypothesis" that positive emotions act as an efficient countermeasure to the after affects 
of negative emotions, redrickson (1998) went on to suggest that by inc rea ing the 
amount and level of positive e1notions, the effect of negative emoti ns n1ay be 
di minj shed or neutTalized. 
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coun ll r w n d t mbrac ngaging in ev nt that generat po itive 
e1n ti ns and acknowledge th b n fit . We and thi by mbracing a new way of 
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1ng thereby nj ying th b n fit fa P P whil mod ling a h althy way of being 
forth 
c01nponent f p iti e p ch log c mbined with lf-awar nes pers nal 
r p n ibility and a commit1n nt to d ing' l -care, coun elling tudent /trainees, and 
other helping profe i nal will n t nly arm them lve again t th efD cts of VT but 
will al xpen nee p rs nal gr wth thr ugh p itiv p y hotherapy. 
Po itive P ychotherapy 
Positive psychotherapy i founded in the belief that building and heightening 
po itive emotional affect , utilizing primary character trengths, and confirming meaning 
of life, may be succes ful countermeasures to treat negativity. Leading positive 
p ychology re earcher , eligman, Ra hid, and Parks (2006) have validated positive 
psychotherapy as an effective treatment intervention in treating depression and have 
shown it may also prevent its reoccuiTence. Given Seligman and colleagu 'findings, I 
posit the notion that when it comes to vicariou traumatization, positive psychotherapy 
can be useful in not only mitigating or n1inimizing the level to which one experiences VT 
and shorten its duration, but may also prevent it from occulTing. 
Similar to the "strengths-based" approach used in social work and other helping 
arenas, the underlying principle of positive psychotherapy is to look for what is working 
in an individual 's life, have them acknowl dge their individual character str ngths, 
reinforce these individual positive aspects, develop ways of doing it more oft n and lean1 
to enjoy the po itive emotions accompanying the utilization. impli tically, th goal of 
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p itiv p h therap i t k p th p iti a pect f th client liv in th [i r front 
ofth ir mind , t t a h b ha i r that b1ing p iti :fl dback fr m th r , and t 
tr ngth n alr ad 
n gati a p ct . 
p iti 1 
i ting p iti a pect , rather than i a hing the re-interpretati n f 
h th ra y a fir t utiliz d b rdyc in th lat 70 whil 
re ar bing a happin 'int rv nti n fram din th [ acti ly being involv d 
in the a pect f meaningful rk ial and p r nal r lati n, hip , r a onable 
exp ctation f lf and lifl and th pur uit f being happy eligman et al. 2006). In 
199 Fa a and c 11 agu ub equ ntly d v 1 ped a well-b ing intervention based on 
mast ry f one' environment, enhancing p itiv r lati n hips, ace ptance f lf, and 
maintaining meaning and purpose in life ( eligman et al., 2006). Frisch posited a quality 
of lifi intervention in 2006 founded on blending cognitive interventions with the outlook 
of a satisfying life ( eligman et al. 2006). Despite the modem negative com1otation 
frequently given to being happy, in essence it merely imp lie the phenomenon of pleasant 
feelings including joy, excitement, engagement, enthusiasm, and peace. 
The "Values in Action" (VIA) classification . In their recent publication, 
"Character Strengths and Virtues," Peterson and Seligman (2004) established the "Value 
in Action (VIA) Classification of Strengths and Virtues" in order to provide 
psychologists with a universally accepted common language for discourse on ego 
strengths. The VJ A classifies 24 character strengths within the don1ain of the six cor 
virtues. In their quest to discover what makes the "good' life po sible and what i "right" 
about people, Peterson and Seligman (2004) concluded that virtue , a central 
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chara t ri tic alued b m ral hilo oph r and religi u thinJ er , portray 1noral 
cell nee in peopl an th li e they lead. 
Core virtue . Peters n and elign1an (2004 h poth i that lh virtu 
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br ad categ ri pit mizing th ap f human b ha i r d ri d thr ugh c n id ration 
f what ha be n hi t ri all alu d a r tim and ulture . ter on and ligman go 
n to ugge t that th virtu ar uni r al and p rhap r ilectiv of 
evolutionary haracteri tic r quir d D r the urvi al f th human peci s. A a way of 
c nnecting th irtu to th hara l r str ngth , I have in luded ad finiti n of the virtu 
and li t d th corr ponding lr ngth . 
Wisdom and knowledge. Fir t n the li t fvirtue is that of"Wisd m and 
Knowledge' defined as cognitiv trength portraying the gaining, retainjng, and 
utilization of collect d knowl dge, which include such charact r strengths a creativity, 
curiosity, judgment and open-mindedness love of lean1ing and perspective. 
Courage. Defined as the ability to summon emotional strength to ov rcome 
internal anc!Jor external opposition, and adversity, Courage highlights such character 
strengths as bravery, perseverance, honesty, and zest. 
Humanity. Defined as interpersonal skills and character strengths directed at the 
care of others, Humanity encon1passes the capacity to love and be loved, lGndness, and 
social intelligence. 
Justice. Defined as the willingne s to serve for the bettem1ent of comn1unity, 
Justice incorporates such concepts as temnwork, fairness and leader hip. 
Temperance. Defined a the avoidance of e ce ses of the elf t n1perm1c peak 
lo forgiveness and mercy, mode ty and hun1ility pruden e, and self-regulation. 
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Transcendence. Rounding out the i virtu i that of "Tran cendenc ' and it i 
d fined a th tr ngth that l nd m aning t lifl thr ugh a beli fin the human 
conn ction t mething larg r than th lfand i e hibil d by an appr ciali n fbeauly 
and exc 11 nc gratilud , h p hu r r ligi u ne and pirituality. 
lthough I agree with nand 
1 a um er ality f irtu I belie e virtu 
lign1an (2004) wh n th y taled that ther 
t nd t b p rienced in an individualiz d 
manner. Although we all p irtue we "p ses ' dj fil r nt levels f each virtu ; we 
di play them diffl r ntly and d pl y th m al varying tages f lifl pan development and 
under diffi ring c ndition . I beli that by providing hands- n, action- riented 
e ercises that incorp rat individual character strength via the virtue in which it lies the 
individual practitioner will more likely 'buy-in' to the relevance and value of a 
personalized lf-care plan. 
Character strengths. Charact r strengths define the virtu s through 
psychological proces es and mechanisms manifested by people in response to situational 
themes and events. "Character strengths are the bedrock of the human condition and that 
strength-congruent activity represents an i1nportant route to the psychological good life" 
(Peterson & Seligman, 2004, p. 4). To be of' good character' is to be recognized as 
having strength of character; having character strengths is the activity-based process of 
personal development over time and situations. A conscious dedication to develop 
nurture, maintain, and enhance character strengths is the hmnan function in the journey of 
living, and their attaimnent promotes intrinsic and e trinsic cont ntment which is the 
singular determinant of one living a good life. 
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Phil pher and p ychol gi t hav p tulat d th value of character trength 
for many, many y ar . Aristotl beli ved that a life w lllived, in accordance with 
particular character trength wa a life of sati facti n. rik n s epigenetic principle 
intr du d the one pt of ight equential, in ariant, and hierarchical ego virtu (or eg 
tr ngth ) b ing d el p d a a r ult of balan ing p o ing dispo ition during the 
tag of psych cial cri e . hi impli that haracter i built n ad ersity and how 
one reacts to ad er ity d termin n character (Boeree 2006). 
Mark trom and Mar hall (2005) developed a y t m for th mea ure1nent f the 
indi idual ego trength a well a pr viding an overall cor as an indicator of one' 
p ychosocial health and maturity. he elf-r port P ycho ocial Invent ry f go 
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trengths (PI ) was admini tered in several studies by Mark trom, abino, Turner, and 
Berman (1997) confmning its validity reliability and utility to measure psychosocial 
maturity. The studies supported the belief that higher cores in ego strengths are 
reflected in identity achievement, self-esteem, and internal locus of control, empathy, and 
positive coping. 
Character strengths associated with the core virtue of wisdom and knowledge. 
Creativity (originality,· ingenuity). The process of using one's cognitive abilities 
and/or physical talents aimed at positively enhancing the lives of self and other , 
creativity is unbounded in the don1ains to which it is applied. reative people use their 
cognitive abilities to conceptualize original and imaginative method of discovery in all 
fields of endeavor from science to everyday problem solving. reative people u e their 
talents in inn vative and self-satisfying artistic expression or for devi ing unique way of 
doing mundane tasks. As one of the character str ngths, creativity an b applied to all 
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f li:D :D r th p itiv b tt rm nt of 1nankind ( trin ic r a on ) r th sati faction 
and gr wth f lf (intrin ic rea n ). 
urio ity (intere t; nov lty eeking· opennes to exp rience). urio ity is a 
pr c s of lf-moti ati n aim d at di c er f ng ing penenc in one' daily life. 
It i th willingne to pur u ar a f inter tor challenge which ar found d in the 
gaining f knowledge r m n lty eking. urio ity i the cataly t belw n p nness 
to exp rience and di c vering the boundary of human kn wl dg un ity is n t nly 
elf-regulating but i a po iti e influenc on elf-e t m confid nee f competency and 
sen e of mastery. 
and apathy. 
one f th charact r trength , curiosity crves to tave ff boredom 
Open-mindedne (judgment; critical thinking). The cognitive ability to critically 
"think things through' by fully con idering all the implication and ramifications of a 
situation, open-mindedness involves the recognition examination, and unbiased 
weighing of factors on all side when considering a decision. Frequently it requires the 
self-regulation to look beyond one's beliefs and goal , and to be prepared to alter one' 
opinion when due consideration merits it. As one of the character strengths, open-
mindedness pennits one the attributes ofbroad comprehension and unbiased judgment. 
Love of learning. The intrinsically driven enthusiastic pursuit of acquiring 
information, the love of learning expands one's knowledge or as ists in attaining 
enhanced 1nastery of a topic or skill. The penchant for lean1ing can be achieved formally 
or informally, singularly or in groups, cognitively and/or phy ically, and tends to b done 
systematically. Love of learning may be restricted to a single subject or may span scv ral 
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area at n . n f th charact r tr n h , 1 f 1 an1ing all w one t negate the 
fru tration and o rc me the ob tacle frequently enc unt r din 1 aning. 
Per pe tive (wi dam). ften gain d thr ugh experi nc , p r p cti allow one 
th ability t make n of th ir dail lifl and the w rld th y live in. People with 
p r pective r ly upon th ir heightened und r tanding f li:D t pr ide wi and rational 
un 1 t th ir £ ll human b ing in rd r that th y t may find a en e f m aning. 
A ne ofth char cter trength per pecti all w elf-rec gniti n f ne's merits and 
a br ader comprehen i n f meaning in n ' li~ and a firm commitment t 
making a p itive contributi n t 
Character strengths associated with the core virtue of courage. 
Bravery (valor) . The internal fortitude t face challenges or threats in daily life, 
bravery ha the pot ntial to bring difficulty harm, or pain to the self or others. It 
involve acting on or peaking up for what i right despite oppo ition or unpopularity. 
Bravery is the intrin ic urge to act voluntarily in assisting others with acknowledged 
disregard for the consequences or the extent of the adver ity. As one of th character 
strengths, bravery allows individuals to place 1norality and higher purpose at the apex of 
importance. 
Persistence (perseverance; industriousness). Individuals who display th mental 
dedication to persevere in their endeavors until they finish what they start despite the 
obstacles and setbacks encountered are considered persistent. These individuals are 
industriously fastidious in the pursuit of their goals and are staunch in th ir dedication, 
firm in their patience, and unwavering in their focu . As one of the character strength , 
persistence is the fuel that feeds the engine of dedicated striving to succeed. 
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Integrity (authenticity; hone ty). P pl with int grity are those wh not only 
h ld h n ty inc rity and genuin n a a patt n1 of daily living but al infallibly 
xhibit th m lv in thi manner. They h ld th m elve accountable fl r their own 
thought £1 ling peech and a ti n and ar vigilant t n ur that they d n t 
m1 r pr ent r n1i 1 ad thr ugh th ir a ti n r mi i n . Th y maintain en e of 
wn r hip f lf, wncr hip elf-r p n ibility and fr qu ntly display a en f 
authentic wh len in th ir live . n f the character tr ngth int grity i often 
elf-plac d a th high t intrin ic alue. 
Vitality (ze t,· nthu ia m; vigor· nergy). R siding in one' z tful approach to 
the daily challenge f life vitality involve the self-d termination to lead a life of 
excitement adventure and liv lin s fu led by con tant nergy and a wanton de jre to 
feel alive and activated. It is an enthusiastic commitment not t do things half-heartedly, 
but rather to e1nbrace th adventure of being complete in both the mental and phy ical 
tribulations experienced each day. As one of the character strengths, vitality can be an 
irrepressible positive force in the task of daily living. 
Character strengths associated with the core virtue of hum anity. 
1 
Love. Those who make a conscious and directed effort to be close to others 
exhibit love, founded in the valuing of close relationships. The intensity of the clo enes 
is most frequently found in relationships where caring and sharing are freely given and 
freely reciprocated. Love is thought to be without boundaries notre tricted to hun1an 
closeness, and may be expressed in tern1s of romance, sex, c01npanion hip, or family. s 
one of the character strengths, love enables trust in others as well as providing th 
foundation for a sense of self-contentJnent. 
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Kindne u nero ity; nurturance,· care,· compa ion; altrui tic love,· nice-ne ). 
Kindnes inv lv fre ly off! ring aid and a i tance t oth r with ut the exp tation f 
r ciprocity or pers nal gain. Th f g d d ed di play gener ity, and are 
fr quently ground din care and c 1npa ion fl r ne [! 11 w man. Favors to oth r may 
b dri en by altrui m r in1ply by d ir to nwture. Kindne t th r emb dies 
r pect di regard for r lat dn r imilarit , and on cca 1 n motional affection. As 
one f th charact r tr ngth kindn may bring j y thr ugh the simpl act of giving 
and h lping. 
ocial int /ligen e (emotional and persona! intelligence). cially intelligent 
people are attU11ed to the m tion and feelings of thers perceptive to the goals and 
intentions of other , and adept at fostering inclu ivenes of all in any situation. While 
aware of their own motivation and worth, ocially intelligent people trive to instill in 
others a sense of comfort and of being valued within the group. As one of the character 
strengths, social intelligence enables one to foster healthy relationships. 
Character strengths associated with the core virtue of justice. 
2 
Citizenship (social responsibility,· loyalty,· teamwork). When working within a 
group by working for the betterment of the entire group to achieve the common good and 
the common goal, citizenship results. Within the team or the cmnmunity, loyalty to the 
organization and the cause, maintaining one's fair share of the work, and putting aside 
personal agendas embody acts of social responsibility. Personal sacrifice, obedience to 
authority, willingness to compromise, and accommodation of con en sus are all features 
of good citizenship. As one of the character strengths, citizenship provide an indi idual 
with civic responsibility and social belonging. 
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Fairne (equity· ju ti ). Tr ating e ery n a c rding to the universal ideals of 
equality and ju tic , fairn 1 d m n trated. In on int ra ti n with th rs, it 
requu th avoidan of p r nal bia maintaining r spe t and compa i n a 
willingn s to nd r e th tandard f 1n rality and ethic and an in i tence that all 
parti int ra t in thi mann r. n f the chara ter trength fairness i applied 
equally through ut allle f 
Leader hip. L ader hip i the pr f pr vi ding vi i n, direction, coaching 
upport delegation and m tivati n t a gr up f pe ple to ecute th ta ks required to 
achieve a c mmon goal. It r quire kills in the area f organization s cial interacti n, 
providing critical feedback and the ability t monitor and control progres and apply 
corr ctive actions when remedy is required. Leaders get things efficiently done while 
maintaining team cohesion; leader listen with empathy and understanding. As one of the 
character strengths, lead r hip provid s the glue for ocial, business, cormnunity, and 
other groups. 
Character strengths associated with the core virtue of temperance. 
Forgiveness and mercy. Seen by some as a spiritual process with emotional-
regulating properties, forgivene s may be utilized for enhancing positive subjective 
states. Forgiveness is intentional, outwardly directed, and involves a conscious choice of 
positivity by offering mercy instead of vengeance for transgressions cmnmitted against 
the self. It is displayed by offering a second chance, accepting the shortcoming , 
tempering feelings of revenge, and resisting the te1nptation to wallow in a victim 
mentality. As one of the character str ngths, forgiveness allows one to put a ide the elf-
destructive negativity associated with being wronged. 
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flumility/Mode ty. Humility and m d ty in ol the elf-regulation and aturity 
r quired to all w one deeds and ace mpli hm nt t b r cognized by th r rather 
than by the elf. Individual ith humility d n t s k praise, d n t k th po iti n of 
£ u and r re eptiv to ad vi and a i tan fr m th r . A ne f th haracter 
tr ngth humilit I mod ly all w th individual t be cognizant f one' limitations and 
fallibiliti 
Prudence. Prudence re ide in th c n id ration of ch ic faction t the 
cons qu n s of that acti n. Prudent peopl elf-regulat impul iv behavior and what 
th ay to a oid r gret at a later dat . he t leran f acceptable risk consideration of 
short-t rm ver us long-tenn benefits to future goal and maintaining an int lligent and 
practical ori ntation to life are display of prud nee. As one of the character strength , 
prudence bring logic, con ideration, and control to the daily deci ions of living. 
Self-regulation (:elf-control) . Self-regulation involve m nitoring and controlling 
reactions to what one feels and does. Instinctive responses of impulsivity, flight, or 
aggression are negated by a conscious choice to abide by pre-conceived concepts of 
appropriate behavior. Being disciplined, controlling appetites and cravings, and initiating 
mechanisn1s to resist temptations are displays of self-control. As one of the character 
strengths, self-regulation allows steadiness and controlled reactions to the positive and 
negative effects of daily events. 
Character strengths associated with the core virtue of transcendence. 
Appreciation of beauty and excellence (awe ; wonder,· elevation) . Appr ciation of 
beauty encompasses consciously noticing, savoring, and appreciating beauty in the world, 
the execution of skilled p rformances, and th excellence in one ' end avors. Finding 
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aw in all d mams eking w nd r in eryday v nt and deriving plea ur 
inher nt t vi1iu and m rality are di play f appr ciati n. one f th haract r 
tr ngth appr ciation f beauty all w ne to 1narvel at th phy ical and piritual beauty 
ratitud . war ne ntemplati n and f gratitud i the 
thankfuln n [! el .D r hat n ha and forth go d thing that happen. ltrui tic in 
nature founded on empathy and dir ct d utwardly, gratitude usually pr cipitate a 
moral affect. It resid in the mind et f g odwill independent of reciprocal action. As 
on fthe character tr ngth gratitude i valued a a panacea fl r happin s, good health, 
nhanced ocial relati n hip , and mental calnmess. 
Hope (optimi m · future-mindedness; future orientation). Hope is the perceived 
belief in the capacity to reach future goal through the utilization of pathways thinking 
(establishing the routes) and agency thinking ( energetica] ly using those routes). It 
engenders an expectation of a good future, and a confidence in working towards that 
future. As one of the character strengths, hope allows people to expect the best from 
themselves, others, and their future experiences. 
Humor (playfulness). Hun1or involves bringing joy, laughter, and hap pine s to 
oneself and others. People enjoy s1niling, laughing, teasing, and participating in playful 
response to adversity. Humor evokes the art of seeing the lighter side of life, triving to 
employ cheerfulness in overcoming ob tacle , and injecting comic relief to combat tre s. 
As one of the character trength , humor allows individual to maintain a playful and 
imaginative approach to life. 
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'[Jirituality (reli iou n ·faith· purpo ). pirituality r fl ct n ' beli f that 
ther i a higher purp t life having faith in am aning t the w1iver e, and ace pting 
on pia within th grand r sch me. pirituality may re ide in religi u b lief and 
pra tic a iated with fl rmal c m1nunal rganizati n , r it may r ide intrin ically as 
pl ration of m aning in one lill . one f th charact r an individual and privat 
str ngths pirituality all a . n of c m.fi rt wh n adv r ity c ur , an awarcnes and 
belief in the acr d a part f e ryday lifl , and the exp ricnce f tran cending bey nd 
the lf. 
P ter n and eligman 2004) char cteriz d one' " ignature tr ngth " as the 
top five character strengths that an individual po sses according to the results f the 
individual s VIA-I urvey. In are arch paper comparing th cumulatjve r suits of 
117,676 VIA-I urv ys between eptembcr 2002 and December 2003 of respondents 
from 54 nations in the world, Park, Peterson, and eligman (2006) found that "the rank 
order of self-attributed strengths of character was similar across all nations" (p. 1 25). 
Canadian respondents (n = 9504) identified the following as their cumulative 
Signature Strengths (in order): fairness (Justice); judgment [open-mindedness] (Wisdom); 
curiosity (Wisdom); honesty [integrity] (Courage) ; and kindness (Humanity) , (p. 121). It 
is curious to note that the character strengths in the virtue of Temperance (i .e. 
forgiveness/mercy, humility prudence, and self-regulation) wer ahnost all ranked in the 
4th quartile indicating that these strengths were least valued by Canadian re pondent . It 
will be interesting to see whether the cumulative r ults of the participants in th 
Workshop, assuming they are primarily h lping professional , will di play the mne 
pattern a the population in the referenced res arch pap r. 
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I b lie that c n i u dedicati n to de lop nurtur , maintain and nhan 
n ' charact r tr ngth i the human fun ti non th j urn nal growth and by 
doing , intrin ic and e trin ic c nt ntment achi d thr ugh a pers nalized self-care 
program i po ibl . 
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hapter Three- Foundational Per pective 
Spirituality 
he tenn pirituality d ri fr rn the atin" piritus ' literally tran lated means 
th breath f li.D ( ik z ntmih 1 i & ik zentmihalyi 2006). nt mp rary 
re ar her view piritualit in th t fa human b 1 nging or c nnectedn fthe 
self within the fram work fa high r uni er al entity. Th transcendent dimensi n of 
pirituality i characteriz d by freed m f elf-expre si n, informal and deep-ro t d 
fl eling of attachment t om thing larg r than elf al ng with identifiabl values with 
re p ct to life natur th r , and elf. lthough Peter on and ligman (2004) have 
id ntifi d pirituality a a character strength residing in the domain f tran cendence I 
believe pirituality to be a fundam ntal element to a holistic and well-balanced existence. 
Spirituality is centered in the self and autonomy of self is the single intrinsic 
motivator; religiou nes is centered in institutions and organizations, and is based upon 
the externally authoritative 'traditionally-centered' doctrines of the worlds various 
religions. Spirituali ts seek self-growth through an emotional self-fulfillment derived 
frorn identifying sacredness born of savoring ordinary object and experiences within 
their daily lives. In their longitudinal research study, Wink and Dillon (2003) concluded 
that wisdom, engagement in creative life tasks, enhancement of knowledge and a 
heightened well-being through per onal growth were significantly correlated to 
spirituality. 
Wisdom, one of the virtue as defined by Peterson and elign1an (2004 ), i 
exhibited by highly spiritual individuals through a comple cognition of the human 
journey which frequently re ults in their being valuabl role n1od 1 to the ounger 
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g n ration. In ummary Wink and ilion (200 ) p it that pirituali t p01iray a erti n, 
prot ction and xpan 10n f the lf a an ag ntic mode f li ing. 
In hi b k on altemativ path , lkins (1998 d fined pirituality a " way of 
b ing and p ri n ing that whi h c mes about through a war n s fa tran end nt 
dim n i n charact riz db certain id ntifiabl alu in r gard t lf, others, nature, liil 
and whate r on n id r to b the ltimate (p. ). 
R nt progr in th i ntific tudy [ pirituality ha focused on a iating 
pecific piritual em ti n (tho e p n need wh n individuals in1bue emingly secular 
a pects of th ir li v , and emoti nal pr ce e uch a gratitude awe, and rev renee 
( ikszent1nihalyi & sik zentmihalyi 2006). 
Self-Care 
ounsellors whether h lping profe ionals or tudents/trainees, mu t pay 
adequate attention to themselve with respect to maintaining a healthy lifestyle. 
Impairment of the counsellor often occurs when their concern for client ' issues leads to a 
minimizing or ignoring of their own needs. They must balance at least two life domains, 
i.e. personal and occupational, or personal and academic, and often must balance all three 
domains. 
In simple terms, a personalized self-care program is an essential mechanism to 
attaining this balance by paying close and constant attention to one's physical, 
psychological, and social well-being in order to enjoy a healthy life tyle (Badali & 
Habra 2003; Neumann & Gamble, 1995). Of distre ing concern, [actor uch as a lack 
of experience, a high workload, role demands, and a perceiv d or actual d ficiency in 
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u ~ ct rna t ry may 1 av the oun lling tudent/trainee in a po iti 
u ceptibility t th effect ofVT (Badali & Habra, 200 ). 
40 
lf-car pr gram ar D unded in th c n tru ts of heightened elf-aw · n 
critical lf-r f1 cti n and If- are acti iti ( pelli cy, 200 ). elf- are pr grams 
traditionally nc mpa addr ing fi ma1n area f physical and p ych 1 gical care of 
th lf. A ti iti that c ncem th biological health of th b dy include eating a well-
balanc d diet; regular exerci p and se u 1 acti it-y· routine and 'wh n r quired" 
m dical att ntion; tim off D r rela ati n· and participati nina vari ty of activiti that 
combin fitne and fun. 
Activities that enhance an en1otional balance and stability include loving, 
praising, and affirming your elf; e king comfort with objects, p ople, or places; 
allowing yours lfto be happy and laugh or to be sad and cry; and spending time with 
those you enjoy or are important to you. elf-careD r the pirit activities include singing 
and praying in a religious or non-religious context; taking time for reflection of yourself, 
nature, or your ble sings; remaining optimistic and hopeful ; and, finding a spiritual 
connection to a higher entity. 
Activities that strengthen the psychological self are making time for self-
reflection, paying heed to your intuitions, attitudes feelings, and thoughts; eeing a 
counsellor or therapist when needed; and letting others be th re for you. La tly, and 
often overlooked, self-care in the workplace or professional ense includes activities uch 
as taking time out for co-workers, visitors or other in the workplace· balancing 
caseloads and setting limits with clients and colleagues; obtaining proper supervi ion, 
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c n ultati n r upport gr up · and taking qui t time at work ju t for y ur lf. All of 
the traditional acti iti f If- are fl nn a alu d c mp n nt f any if-care pr grmn. 
Re ponsibility and Ethic 
lf-car h uld b a n er- nding proce 1n rp rated inl a c unsellor' 
arm r a11d rna be pr perly iewcd thr ugh thr r lat d len f re p n ibility and 
thi : the individuals, th educat r and the empl y r . In the field f counselling, self-
care 1 not a ingular indi idual ch ice· it is an thical n c ity, am ral imperative and 
i nal requirement aimed at maintaining su tainable w 11-being. 
Individual . Each indi idual bear are pon ibility for maintaining their wn 
well-being and personal growth irnmat rial of lifi circumstance . me this eems part 
and parcel of th human journey. A counsellor bear the additional onus of maintaining 
functional and foundational competency in ord r to provide effective ervice to their 
clients. Amundson (2009) defined the functional domain of competency as "what we do 
specifically" whereas foundational is d fined as 'how we ought to think generically" (p. 
6). 
According to The Canadian ode of Ethics for Psychologists (CPA, 2000), 
psychologists adhering to the Principl of Respon ible Caring would according to ection 
II.l2 "Engage in self-care activities that help to avoid conditions (e.g. burnout, 
addictions) that could result in impaired judgn1ent and interfere with their ability to 
benefit and not harm others" (p. 2). The Alnerican Psychological Association's (APA, 
2002) ode of Ethics as well as th ollege of Albe1ia Standards of Practice (2005), are 
even 1nore directive in a counsellor's responsibility wherein it stated under tandard 2.06 
the clear implication that not knowing or knowing and not doing omething about it ar 
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no 1 nger acceptabl plat:fi rm f onduct and c mp t ncy. Th 1r ny f couns ll r self-
car 1 that w t nd t n t practice what w pr ach. 
Educator . Als b aring a hare fthe r p n ibility in contributing to a 
uns llor elf-car pr gram are tho h ar d ing th ducation of up and c ming 
h !ping profl cti n II.24 f the anadian de of thi :D r P y hol gi ts 
tat that p chologi t w uld P r£1 m1 their t aching duti n the ba i of car ful 
preparati n o that their in tructi n i current and ch larly ' ( P A 2000, p. 18). 
Perhap ducator h uld b ar in mind the thical bligati n in being current and 
cholarly and ha an awaren s of h w vital elf-car is to their tudents and trainees. 
Going a few t p further educat r mu t fir t acknowledge the significance of a self-
care program d v lop and maintain their own and ' walk the talk" before they speak to 
counselling tudents/trainee on the imperative nature of elf-car a it has been prov n 
time and again how important modeling i - b it in a personal or profe sional arena 
(Pilotte & Jackson, 2006). 
Employers. Those who employ counsellors bear the same responsibility under 
the Codes of Ethics as if they were de facto counsellors themselves. Section II. 7, II.25 , 
and IV .4 of the Ethics Code for Canadian Psychologists ( P A, 2000) delineated 
employer responsibilities with respect to job assignment and competency, professional 
development sponsorship, and the need to foster growth both on a per onal and 
professional level. ... mployers must create an environment where self-care is not only 
valued for their employees, but is actively fostered in their employees. mployers mu. t 
also recognize the individuality of self-care for their employ es, and refrain from 
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initiating a' on 1z fit all approa h t fulfilling lh ir ethi bligation and 
r pon ibiliti . 
I beli ve there i alu m c n llucting one' wn P P ontaining traditional 
activiti that enhance th ph ical, p ych l gical, emotional piritual and w rkplace 
4 
domain of lf-care. we r utilizing p itiv p ych logy a pect a illu trated in the 
p ycho- ducati nal component and the haracter tr ngth e rc1se pr ent d in the 
Work hop will ignifi antly tr ngthen a counsel! r s P P. I b li ve that the 
combination of th traditional ith my appr ach t personally cu tomizcd s If-care 
pr gran1 will pr vide a tratcgic d fen t the prev nti n r mitigation of the effects of 
VT and may provide a fertil nv1r nm nt for personal growth. 
Personal Growth 
Personal growth in it broad st sense has been defined as the development and 
enhancement of the self. Wagner, Forstmeier, and Maercker (2007) indicated that 
research studie have found positive aspects of personal growth in psychological health 
resulting from experiencing trauma, whereas other studies have indicated negative or 
inverse relationships between these factor . However, Wagner et al. (2007) concluded 
that posttraumatic growth is only possible when "growth cognitions are translated into 
growth actions" (p. 409). After performing a recent literature search, it became evident 
that correlating personal growth or posttraun1atic growth with vicarious traumatization is 
smnewhat unchmied waters in the field of scientific research. 
Tedeschi and lhoun (2004) defined posttraumatic growth as the po itiv 
psychological changes that can occur following a trawnatic event. The e include change 
in established cognitive a pects such as beliefs and goals, which can facilitate b havioral 
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hang . In th ir r i w f 39 tudi of p itive chang £ llowing trauma and adv r ity, 
inl y and J ph (2004) found that th pre al nc rate£ r p r nal traumatic gr wth 
vari d from a tati ticall w f % for b rea d p r n t a tatisti al high of 98% for 
br a t an r urvt v r . h y p it that thi larg differ nee wa m re dependent n "th 
charact ri tic f th ubj cti e p n nc f the e ent, rath r than the v nt it elf (p. 
15). 
In their tud to charact rize p itivc hange proce se r suiting in p r nal 
traumatic gr wth, W d ard and J ph (2 0 ) identified thr domain : an inn r drive 
to live· p ychol gical vehicl f change initiated by their interacti n within their 
nvironment" and self-de cribed p ychological change . tilizing per onal experience 
narratives of individuals who had su ered childhood abu , th y al o hypothesized that 
personal traumatic growth is found d in the person experiencing the traumatic event, and 
not within the event itself. 
Tedeschi and Calhoun (2004) were able to mea ure the five major domains of 
personal traumatic growth, which are improved relationships with others in the context of 
intimacy, closeness, and meaning; an openness to new possibilities in one's life; a greater 
appreciation of life through a recognition of what is truly important; an enhanced sense of 
personal strength; and spiritual developn1ent. Surprisingly, the psychological processe 
that enable positive growth are identical, and concmnitant to those used to combat and 
adapt to negative disturbances. 
Peterson, Park, Pole, D Andrea, and Seligman (2008) then conelated variou 
character strengths to the components of personal traumatic growth as id ntifi d b 
Tedeschi and alhoun (2004). Kindness and love relate to improv d relation hip with 
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oth r · curio ity cr ativity and 1 e of 1 aning r late t op nnes ton w po ibilities· 
appreciation of beauty, gratitud , and ze t r late t gTeater appre iation f life· bravery, 
hone ty and p r v ranee relat t nhanced p r nal trength; and piri tuality (and 
religi u n ) relat to piritual d el pm nt. 
Wink and ill n (200 ha e corr lated spirituality t a height ned w 11-being 
through p r nal gr wth. T d chi and alhoun (2004) m asur d five domains f 
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p r onal traumatic gr wth which Pet r net al. (2008) p itively c rrelate with various 
chara t r tr ngth . Th anadian ode f ... thic for Psych 1 gi ts ( PA, 2000), the 
American P ychologi al s ciation' ( PA 2002) ode f thics, and th ollege of 
Alberta tandard of Practice (2005 all r quire helping profes ional to engage in If-
care activitie . ommer (2008) has clearly stated that self-care ranks of highest 
importance in the profe ional practice of coun elling. 
Investing in a self-care program that may result in maintaining a healthy balance 
between personal, academic, and occupational life is of extreme importance for helping 
professionals. As a conclusion to this project, I have generated a workshop a a proces 
that may assist those in the helping professions to develop their PCSCP. 
The workshop, a convenient starting point for novice and experienced counsellors 
alike will introduce the concepts of positive psychology, positive p ychotherapy, personal 
growth, personal traumatic growth, choice theory, personal accountability, and self-care. 
It will also present a series of hands-on practical activitie as a way of introducing the 
concept of core virtue and h racter strength and will provide a n1eans for choo ing 
exerci ses to experience the po itive psychological benefit of po itiv psychology 
interventions that may be passed along to family 1netnbers, co-worker , and client . 
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Laying th foundation wh r by th parti ipant rna begin t acknowledg the 
imp rtan of elf and take c ntr l f th ir elf-car r gram will al be introduced a 
tangential el m nt . 
4 
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Chapter Four- The elf- are Workshop 
It has b c m r dily appar nl fr01n num rous dis u ion with olleagu s, 
ducators and illlow tudent wh wer int r t din what I wa doing for my pr ject 
that th r i a d finite n d for u h an f:fl ring in Prince e rg and urr unding area . 
It i my h pet be abl t d li r thi work h p a a "sp cial inter l t pic within th 
ontinuing ducation pr grams offered at both the !lege of New aledonia ( N ) and 
at the Univ r ity ofNorthern Briti h Iumbia ( ). ventually, I would like to 
devel p th w rk hop into a uni r ity tran fer c urse a I believe it will serv a an 
int gral foundational piece for helping pro£1 s ional , esp cially n w tudents and trainees 
in eith r the ocial work or counselling fields of tudy to build a tool that may 1 ad to 
prevention, mitigation, or at the very least, better prepare them for their cho en 
profes ions. 
I will present a series of ' hand -on, action-oriented ' self-compl ting exercises 
based upon positive psychology constructs. The opportunity for "doing" a opposed to 
merely "learning" followed by group discussions on the potential b nefit of incorporating 
each exercise into a customized self-care program will be a significant workshop 
c01nponent. The rationale for work hop content is to pre ent a series of pradical 
activities based upon maximizing the benefits of positive emotions, utilizing the 
constructs of"Core Virtues" and individual "Signature Character trengths." 
Exploring occupational hazards such as counte1iran ferenc , compas ion fatigu , 
burnout, and vicarious trawnatization will provide a focu £ r adopting a s lf-car 
program. Through the introduction of a group exerci e, participant will be pr vided the 
opportunity to elf-reflect, write down, and r late to fellow participant how vicari u 
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traum tizati n 1nay b influencing their p r onal and profe i nal w 11-b mg. 
Introducing a p ct f ch ic th ry and per onal a untability po itiv p y hology, 
po itive p ych therapy pirituality, elf-r De tion and elf-car will g ntly nudge 
participant toward lf-awar ne and re pon ibi lity of elf, t elf, and to other 
pron1pting participant t tak th n c s ary acti n t d v 1 p a elf-car 1 rogram that 
h /he will utilize. 
Workshop Goal 
The primary g al of thi w rk hop i for the pa1iicipant to participate in 
fonnulating a u t miz d lf-car pr gram that utilizes comp nents from positiv 
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p ychology and p itive p ychoth rapy. A secondary goal is for participants to gamer 
knowledge that may fost r self-re£1 ction to the point of self-awarenes purring them 
into taking the neces ary actions t develop ideas, con truct a program, and practice their 
customized elf-care trategie . 
Another goal is to inform participants on such occupational hazard as v1canou 
traumatization, burnout, compassion fatigue, etc. as well as choice theory and personal 
accountability, and spirituality. A final goal for this workshop is to provide an 
opportunity for the facilitator(s) to learn what works and what doesn't work in a 
workshop setting for helping professionals who are seeking to become more informed 
about their character strengths and personal resources. 
Workshop Structure 
Two weeks prior to the start date f th workshop, pmiicipant will be directed to 
take the "Values in Action" Inventory of trengths urvey (VIA-IS) (Peter on & 
cligiTiai1, 2004) accessed fr01n the VIA web ite 
A RWH 4 
(http//www.viacharact r. rgNI urve / tabid/55/ efault.a p ) and after r c iving their 
re ull (which ar imm diat ) will be request d to£ rward th m t the facilitat r in order 
:fl r cu t mizati n of material to b pr en ted during the work h p. From th 
parti ipant r ult a hi t gram will be developed ( ee ampl in ppendix E, p. 1 05) 
d picting the ignatur tr ngth fthe entire group. as d upon the hi togram the 
fa ilitator will 1 ct c rtain P werPoint lide that orrespond with the ore Virtue and 
ignature tr ngth in ord r f frequ ncy. Th "hand -on, action riented" exerci e 
lid will al b rr pond with th gr up ignature tr ngths. he 
p ych - ducational compon nt will be ch en with a focus on h w much time, group 
knowl dg ba , and pe1iinence to the participant ' ignature trengths. 
The work hop for developing a' Personally Cu tomized elf-Care Programs 
(PCS P)" will consi t of five .0 hour se sions offered to individuals interested in 
creating their own unique self-care program. eminar groups will consist of 8 to 10 
participants and 1 or 2 workshop facilitators. The general format of the workshop wiJl be 
mostly discussion-based and the facilitator(s) will provide psycho-educational material 
introduced through a slideshow presentation and handout at the beginning of each 
session. 
Participants will receive worksheets at the beginning of each ses ion that will 
have a description of the week' s homework exercise and space for recording variou 
aspects of their experience with the exercise they chose to utilize. The worksheet will 
serve as a tool to prepare participant for the "in-s ssion" discussions. In each ton. 
participants will be invited to hare their hon1ework e periences and to e plore how it 
might be beneficial (or not) to includ the ex rcise in their per onalized elf-care plan. 
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Participant will al or c iv print d c p1 fth lid that they may write 
d wn thought r qu ti n during the pre ntation which will b addr s d after the 
pres ntati nand that w uld s rv a a helpful r s urce afi r the w rk h p i omplcted. 
Venue. I 1night inquire at th ' llege ofN w al donia ( 
North n1 Briti h olmnbia ( B ) nd th m1nunity ar ntr ( ) as 
appropriate venue a w ll as th ec ndary cho Is a pro pective con umers. 
Adverti ing. I plan on marketing thi worksh p through my xi ting cmnpany 
"Wordtech 2000' r through a new enterpri e b ing conte1nplated and will create an 
intere t li t by di eminating thew rksh pint rmation through targ ted emails 
brochure , leaflet and by handing out busine cards via networking opportunities. 
Co t . It will depend on venue availability, equipment and supplies r quired, and 
number of participants registered. As a pilot, I might look at it being done as a free 
community service so as to launch the workshop and to garner :(1 edback a how to 
improve on its content and delivery. 
Participants. I propose that the participants will be those individuals who are 
cunently working in a helping profession, students studying in social work and 
counselling fields, educators, as well as agency people working for institutions looking to 
support their employees and to minimize staff turnover. 
Prerequisites. While no formal prerequisites currently exist, initially the 
Workshop will be offered to helping professionals and tudent/trainees who are pre ently 
associated within either an acad mic r cupational setting. The rationale for thi li . 111 
the foJlowing reason . 
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Fir t, the ucce of the a ignment depend somewhat n the matwity level of 
the participant with re p ct to self-reflecti nand elf-awarene heir eagen1ess to 
further self-r fleet as a vehicle for heightened elf-awarene w uld be b neficial. 
econdly participant who vi w revealing their lived experience a a mean of 
becoming mor inti rmed a t their character and their innate trength are more likely to 
se k the opportunitie for enhanc d personal gr wth through a personally customized 
elf-care program. 
Thirdly patiicipant with previou expo ure t th concept of core virtues and 
character trengths an understanding f th equality of character strengths irresp ctive of 
which core virtue they fall under and the insight and knowledge to respect the individual 
VIA-IS re ults a non-judgmental and non-comparative between participants should 
stand to 1naximize their benefit from the Workshop. Lastly the training course is in its 
infancy, being a brand-new first time offering, and it is felt by the author (and facilitator) 
that honing and refining the Workshop content and delivery may best be achieved with 
the aforementioned target audience. 
Workshop Evaluation 
Evaluation forms will be distributed at the end of the fifth session so that 
participants can indicate if their needs were met, what they saw as most valuable and 
least valuable, and what comments and/or recommendations they might have for future 
offerings. 
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Session One Format: (Appro imately 180 minutes) 
Objective 
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The objective f thi e i n i t introduc the participant t th constructs of 
vtcan us traumatization and on c re virtues character strengths and signature trengths. 
The conn ction between the e ubject a demon trated through the learning xerc1ses 
will bee tablish d. 
Th objecti e will b accom li hed in the foll wmg tep : 
1. omplete the participant introductions. 
2. Provide an outline of workshop tructure and its goals. 
3. o-cr ate and e tabli h learning group norms. 
4. Conduct the Icebreaker exercise of reflective narrative by the participants. 
5. Elaborate on VIA-IS Survey and present the group's results through the 
histogram. 
6. Introduce the constructs of vicarious traumatization, countertransference, 
compassion fatigue, and burnout. 
7. Engage in facilitated discussion "connecting the dots" with the potential for an 
influence of VT on the personal and professional lives of the participant . 
8. Introduce the top core virtue according to the histogram and its corresponding 
signature strengths. 
9. Brainstorm/Create/Choose personalized self-care exercises and establish the 
expectati ns ft r the homework exercis . 
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Introductions (15 minutes) 
• Participants will be welcomed to the workshop; facilitat r( ) will introduce 
her/himself and participants will be invited t introduce themselves and t 
provid a bit of in£ rmation about their background, why they signed up and 
what did they hope t get from attending the work hop. 
Overview (10 minute ) 
• Via a lide pre entation the participants will be given the workshop 
curriculum that will outlin the delivery format, an introduction of the 
concept to be pre ented and discussed as well as the goals of the workshop. 
• t the beginning of each se sion, work beets will be handed out that wil1 
outline the pecific in-session' exercise o that participants will have the 
opportunity to write down and reflect upon what they would like to contribute. 
These worksheets will contain information on the core virtue and character 
strengths taken from the group ' s histogram, and a cursory amount of 
information pertaining to the psycho-educational pieces chosen for discussion 
in that particular session. 
• Group norms such as attendance, confidentiality, respectful cmnmunication, 
break times, and the need for positive regard and cultural sensitivity will be 
discussed. 
Icebreaker - Positive Introductions (75 minutes) 
• Time will be spent on getting to know each other by way of "positive 
introductions" wherein each participant will tell a story about themselve . 
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Thi r flective narrative will hav a b ginning middl and an end illustrating 
what th y e as their b t attribut . 
• acilitat r will b gin t lling her/hi t ry a an example of what i being 
s ught and h wit 1night b fram d. 
• ach participant will e gi en appr ximat ly 5 - 1 minute t gcn rate idea 
and writ d wn if ir d what th plan on a ing. t rie will be licit d 
from ach parti ipant and an ther - 5 minute will be given :B r them t 
relay what it i th y want d th re t f the gr up 1 know. 
• Di cu ion a t what that ex rcis 11 lt like for them and what difficulties they 
may hav had in developing their tory. 
Break (15 minutes) 
Psycho-Educational Component (30 minute ) 
• Tlus e sion will begin with a di cussion on what the participant thought 
about the VIA-I questionnaire they completed prior to attending the 
work hop. Any que ti ns, comments, or concern will be addre sed. 
• The group histogram will be presented and explained 
• A brief introduction to the concepts of vicarious traumatization 
countertransference, compassion fatigue, and burnout will be presented via a 
slideshow. 
In-Session Exercise (20 minutes) 
• This component of the work hop will begin the s If-reflection pi ce whereb 
participant will explore h w vi ariou traumatizati n may b affecting th ir 
per onal and pr fe ionallivc . They will als be asked ~ r their d tiniti n f 
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self-care· asked whom do they ee a re p n ible; what, if any, ignificance 
d e elf-care play in their per nal and profes ionallive ; how they are 
currently practicing elf-care· and what are s m of the barrier that th y 
have experi need in th pa t that do not allow for them to adher t their self-
care program. 
• Introducti n to th top r virtue according to the hi togram (r ferred to as 
Core Virtue # 1) and corre ponding ignature trengths will be presented and 
thi will be done according t the group hi togram result via slideshow 
pre entation and handout . 
Homework Assignment (10 minutes) 
• The first ession will end with a homework assignment that will invite 
participants to choose two or three exercise for ore Virtue #1 and for their 
specific signature strengths. They may choose to create exercises that will fit 
for their particular circumstance whereby they can practice their strength 
acknowledge how it feels for them, and take note of how it affected them and 
any others who were involved. 
• Participants will be invited to use one or more of their strengths each day in a 
way that they had not done so before. This can be achieved by one of three 
ways: by choosing from exercises presented, modifying something that they 
already do on a regular basis, or by creating a new activity. 
Questions and Comments (5 minutes) 
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Ses ion Two Format: (Approximately 180 minutes) 
Objective 
The bj ctive of thi e ion i to reinforc th participant ' under tanding of their 
indi idual ignatur trength and to make th c 1mecti n between enhanced u e of these 
tr ngth and th p tential t tave off or to mitigat the effect f vicarious 
traun1atization. A further explorati n f th int rc tmection between VT and choice 
theory, p r nal ace untability per nal gr wth , and If-care will b made. 
Thi objecti e will be accomplished in the following tep : 
1. r up di cu ion of h m work as ignment with emphasis on signatur 
tr ngth . 
2. Pr vide further di cu ion on the subject ofVT, countertransference 
com pas ion fatigue and burnout and introduce the construct of positive 
psychology positive psychotherapy, choice theory personal accountability, 
personal growth, and self-care . 
3. Introduce the next two highest ranking core virtues and their ignature 
strengths as shown in the histogram. 
4. Engage participants in creatively displaying their feelings by doing a collage 
in groups or individually. 
5. Brainstorm/Create/Choose new exercises for homework assignment. 
Welcome Back (10 minutes) 
• Participants will be welcomed and thanked for coming. Questions, comments, 
or concerns about the homework assignment or any of the in fon11ation 
presented thus far will be addressed at this point. 
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Homework Review (90 minutes) 
• As a mean f d m n trating for the pruiicipant what i being reque ted, the 
Facilitator(s) will begin thi porti n with haring her/hi ignature trength 
w1der what c re virtue it fall and what xerci e( ) they ch e t perf! rm to 
utilize the tr ngth and t share h r/hi expenence. (Note: acilitators will 
ha e prepar d thi in advance £1 r or Virtue# 1 a if they wer ne of th 
participant .) 
• Participant will then be invited to peak about one of their signature 
trength , the e erci they chose to utilize that particular character strength 
and share their experience with the group. They will be asked to briefly 
discus what worked for them, what did not, how they felt when they were 
performing th ir chosen exercise and would they see that exerci e as a 
positive addition to their personally customized self-care program. 
• Each participant will be given approximately 5 - 10 n1inutes to generate ideas 
and write down if desired what they plan on saying. Stories will be elicited 
from each participant and another 3 - 5 minutes will be given for them to 
relay what it is they wanted the rest of the group to know. 
• Discussions as to what that exercise felt like for then1 and what difficulties 
they may have had in developing their story will round out the homework 
rev1ew. 
Break (15 minutes) 
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Psycho-Educational Component (30 minutes) 
• S ion will includ brief v rview of uch concept a v1can u 
traumatization countertran fer nee, compa sion fatigu , burnout, positive 
p ychology po iti e p y h therapy, ch ice th ry and pers na l 
accountability per onal growth and self-car . 
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• Introducti n to th ne t two highe t ranking c re virtue (referred t as ore 
Virtues #2 and# and the corre ponding signature trength will be presented 
according to the gr up hi t gram re ult via a lide how and handout . 
In-Session Exerci e (20 minute ) 
• Participants will be broken into dyad wherein each person will have an 
opportunity to discuss a particular ituation where they were pleased with how 
they reacted to a challenging situation and what feelings were stirred for them. 
Then they would be invited to discuss a challenging situation where they were 
not pleased with how they reacted and then each participant would be invited 
to explore how they might have done things differently. 
Homework Assignment (10 minutes) 
• The session will end with the homework assignment inviting participants to 
choose two or three exercises as presented for Core Virtues #2 and #3 and 
their own specific signature strength(s). Again, they may boo e to create 
exercises that will fit for their pruiicular circun1stance whereby they can 
practice their strength, acknowledge how it feels for them, take note on their 
worksheets of how it affected them and what they ob erved of other 
involved. 
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• Pmiicipants will be invited to use one or more of their strengths each day in a 
way that they had not done o befl re. Thi can be achieved by modifying 
something that they already d on a r gular ba is or by creating a new 
activity. 
Questions and Comments (5 minute ) 
e sion Three Format: (Approximately 180 minute ) 
Obj ective 
The objective for this e ion i to further e tablish the connection between the 
psycho-educational component and the mitigation of the effects of vicarious 
traumatization. Thi objective will b accomplish din the following steps: 
1. Group discussion of homework assignment with emphasis on signature 
strengths. 
2. Provide further discussion on the psycho-educational concepts previously 
introduced, and relate the pos ible connection to the effects of vicarious 
traumatization. 
3. Introduce the next two highest ranking core virtues and their signature 
strengths as shown in the histogram. 
4. Brainstorm/Create/Choose new exercises for hon1ework assignment. 
Session Three will be a duplicate of Session Two with these exceptions: 
• The Facilitator will not be required to give a demon tration for the 
participants. 
• The Homework review will discuss ore Virtues #2 and # a igru11ent . 
• The psycho-educational component will introduce Core Vi1iues #4 and #5. 
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• The homework a ignment will be n ore Virtues #4 and #5. 
Session Four: (Approximately 180 minutes) 
Objective 
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The bjective of thi se sion will be to establish the relati n hip between the self 
and self-care with re pect to an individual program of self-care and how it may be used as 
a defense again t the ffects f VT. 
The objective will be accomplish d in the following step 
1. Participants will team up with some ne they have not w rked with before and 
discus homework assignment. 
2. Discussions of choice theory, "Personally Accountable Person ,"spirituality, 
and elf-awareness will explore the e concepts and relate possible cmmections 
to the effects of vicarious traumatization. 
3. Participants will be invited to journal or to pair up with someone to discuss 
their sense of purpose and meaning in life (to the point to which they are 
comfortable in sharing). 
4. Introduce the last highest ranking core virtue and its signature strengths as 
shown in the histogram. 
5. Brainstorm/Create/Choose new exercises for homework assignment. 
Session Four will be a duplicate of Session Three with these exceptions: 
• The hmnework review will discuss Core Virtues #4 and #5 assignments. 
• The psycho-educational c01nponent will introduce Core Virtue #6. 
• The homework as ignment will be on ore Virtue #6. 
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Ses ion Five Format: (180 minutes) 
Objective 
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The obj ctive ofthi final e i n will b to complete di cu sion on the final 
exercise and to as i t the participant in the beginning f formulating their own self-care 
progran1 utilizing the c n tructs of po itivity lean1ed through the exercise . 
Th obj ctive will b ace mpli h d through th foll wing tep : 
1. Facilitate group di cus ion of homework as ignment. 
2. Revisit vicariou traumatization, personal responsibility, and the connection 
between and among them with respect t a well-balanced per onal and 
professional life. 
3. Have participant build their own "personally cu tmnized self-care plan" 
incorporating the self-care exercises offered, things they are already doing, 
and any new exercises created during the workshop using the worksheets 
provided. 
4. Provide feedback form to participants. 
5. Wrap up and closure. 
Welcome Back (10 minutes) 
• Participants will be welcomed and thanked for coming. Questions, corrunents, 
or concerns will be addressed at this point. 
Homework Review (50 minutes) 
• Participants will be invited to speak about their signature character trength 
in Core Virtue #6 and to share their experiences in utilizing their specific 
signature strength(s). Question to be answered would be imilar to what 
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worked fl r them what did not how they fl It wh n they were performing their 
ch en xercis and a ked if they e that patiicular exerci e a a po itive 
addition to their per nally cu tomized elf-care program. 
• ach participant will be giv n appr xin1ately 5 - l 0 minutes t gen rate ideas 
and write d wn if de ired what they plan on saying. torie will be elicited 
from each participant and an th r - 5 minut will be given for them to 
relay what it i they wanted there t of the group to know. 
• Discu ion as to what that exercise felt like for them and what difficulties 
they may have had in developing their tory will round out the homework 
review. 
Break (15 minutes) 
Psycho-Educational Component (20 minutes) 
• This session will include any concepts not previously discu sed. 
• Participants will be asked to share their thoughts and invited to ask question 
about the psycho-educational components of the workshop. 
Self-Care Program Worksheet (60 minutes) 
• A Self-Care Program Worksheet will be circulated to each of the participants 
to be used as a guide to generate a customized and personalized self-care 
program. The facilitator will review the generic con1ponents of a self-care 
progran1, review examples of various types of components that might be 
incorporated, and assist individuals during the working es wn on 
development of their individual elf-care progran1. Thi se ion may be 
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broken up into egment where the entire group r smaller gr up work 
together fl r part f the brain tom1ing. 
Wrap Up (25 minute) 
• valuation forms will be di tributed at the end of the es ion so that 
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participant can indicat if their need were met, what they saw as most 
valuable and lea t aluable, and what comn1ents and/or recommendation they 
tnight have fl r future offering (see Appendix F). 
Questions and Comments 
• La t minute que tions and/or comment from participants will be welcomed. 
Conclusion 
The purpose of thi project i to provide counselling student/trainees and other 
helping professionals at various stages of their careers with a process that would be 
beneficial in preventing and/or mitigating the effects ofVT while allowing for the 
possibility and providing the opportunity for personal growth. The process, based on the 
ability of individuals to generate a self-care program is integral to the construct of 
personal growth. 
I believe that each helping professional should invest time and energy to 
construct, initiate, and maintain a personally customized self-care plan (PCSCP) utilizing 
the elements of the constructs touched upon in this paper. Shifting the current paradigm, 
in which it is thought that a self-care program is a "nice to have but not critical to the 
mental and emotional health of helping professionals" (Pilotte & Jackson, 2006, p. 4) is 
the initial and necessary step that each helping professional mu t take a a precursor to 
the actual w rk of generating a self-care plan. 
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By creating their own elf-care plan and by pmiicipating in educational 
opp 1iunitie on what VT i and i n t helping profe i nal will have developed the 
knowledge ba e tor cognize and accept the on et ofVT ymptoms in themselve and 
others to rec gnize it influence on eli nt-counsell r interactions and to work towards 
mitigating it effect . By promoting the inv tment in prevention strategie t pr vide 
protective buffers and by the acceptance fa diagno is a an occupational hazard 
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h lping pr fe ional may transc nd per nal growth b yond mere r covery to awarene s 
of self that will benefit them in their lived experience. 
The project i not intended to replace current intervention utilized to prevent, 
mitigate, and reduce the effect ofVT but rather as a cmnpliment to existing modes of 
prevention, intervention and individualized self-care program . 
Appendix A- Core Virtues 
Workshop Handout 
Peter on and eligman (2004) hypothe ized that virtue are broad categories 
epitomizing th apex of human behavior. Th ix c re virtue were derived through 
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con ideration f what ha been c n i tently and hi t rically valued acros tim and 
cultures. The view of religiou thinker and moral philo ophers through th ages were a 
pnmary urce. They ugge t that irtue are univer al, tin1ele and perhaps reflective 
of evolutionary biological characteri tic required for the survival of the human speci s. 
There are upport r who advocate that one must po ess all of the virtue at a 
sufficiently high level to qualify as having "good character." 
Wisdom 
Wisdom is defined by the cognitive strengths portraying the gaining, retaining, 
and utilization of collected knowledge. Wise individuals having fought the hard battles 
of experience to acquire this collected knowledge, tend to be dedicated to its use for the 
betterment of mankind. Frequently labeled the "noble intelligence," its application 
generates appreciation rather than resentment. Wisdom is considered in philosophy as 
the chief virtue that permits the other virtues to exist. 
Courage 
Courage, defined as having the strength or fortitude to surmount fear whether 
internally or externally generated, is the ability to summon emotional strength to 
overcome intrinsic or extrinsic opposition and adversity. In the physical aspect, 
observable act such as saving others or oneself despite the fear of pain, injury, or death 
is to be courageous. Being morally c urageou implies cognitiv ly maintaining 
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authenticity f elf and being motivated toward ethical integrity when c unteracting 
dilemma that have the potential t re ult in personallo . Po itivity when dealing with 
debilitating ickne s or overcoming a de tructiv habit i di played by those wh p sess 
p ychological courage. 
Humanity 
urage i ab ut d ing what i right. 
Humanity i d fined a utilizing interp r nal skill and character strengths 
directed at the care and concern of other . !truistic and pro-social, acts of genero ity, 
kindness, or benevolence are performed without the expectati n of reciprocity. The 
social benefits ofhumanity tend to be among group in a one-to-one mrumer. 
Individuals, wh are empathic and ympathetic, have disposition to tend and befriend, 
and who rely on doing more than what i fair are ambassadors of humanity. 
Justice 
Justice is defmed as maintaining a willingness to serve for the betterment of the 
community. The social benefits of humanity tend to be between groups in a one-to-1nany 
manner. Founded in the construct of equity rather than equality, just individuals posit 
that the merit of reward is conunensurate with contribution and people ultimately get 
what they justly deserve. 
Temperance 
Temperance is defined as strengths that protect against exce s of the self. Self-
restraining and self-denying, acts of temperance tend to be preventive measure that 
pr teet the self from negative emotions such as hatred, immode ty, and arrogance. The 
ability to monitor and self-control one' wants and desires temper the ces es of one' 
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emotional, physical and n1ental appetite. triving for temperance endorses th d sire for 
balance and hrumony in one life. 
Transcendence 
Trm1 cendence i defined a the trengths that lend meaning and purpo e to life 
through a belief in the human connection t omething larger than the self. 
Transcendental traits ext nd both b yond the elf and beyond th range of human 
knowledge forging a piritual connection to a larger univer e. Whether sought out 
through formalized religiou organizations r explored in an individual spiritualistic 
manner, one's transcendence journey urpasses materialism and a sociation with others 
to the sacred or divine aspect of life. 
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Appendix B - haracter trength 
Work hop Handout 
re Virtu : WI DOM ND KNOWLEDG - c gniti 
gaining r t ining and utilizati n f 11 ct d kn wledge 
baracter trength 
l. ITY). 
tr ngth portraying the 
r a ti it i th p r e f u ing ne c gniti e abiliti and/ r phy ical talents 
aim d at p i ti el nhan ing th 1 i e f seJ f and th rs. ' reativity i 
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unbounded in th d mam to which it i applied. reativ people u c their 
cogniti e abilities t con eptualiz original and imaginative meth ds of disc v ry 
in all fi ld of endea or fr m cien t veryday probl m lving. reative 
peopl u e their physical talent in innovative and self- ati fying arti tic 
expres ion or to devi e more productive ways of doing ta ks. A one of th 
charact r tr ngth , creativity can be applied t all facets of life for the po itive 
betterment of mankind ( e trin ic reason ) or the sati sfaction and growth f elf 
(intrinsic reason ). 
2. CURIO ITY (INTERE T; NOVELTY- EEKI G; OPENNE TO EXPERI CE). 
uriosity is a process of elf-motivation aimed at di c very of ongoing 
experience in one' daily life. It i the willingnc to pur ue ar as of int re tor 
challenge which are found d in the gaining of knowl dg or inn elt 
urio ity is the cataly t between openne to experience and disco ering th" 
b undary or human kn wl dge. urio ' it i ' n t only elf-r 'gulating but i. a 
positive influenc on lf-c teem, c nfid nee of ompetcnc , and s "'ns .. of 
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n1a tery. A on f th charact r trength cun ity erve to tave ff boredom 
and apathy. 
0P -MI DED (JUDGM T ; RIT l AL T HJNKI G). 
pen-mind dne s i th c gnitiv ability to criti ally "think thing through" by 
fully c n id ring all th implicati n and ramification of a situation. It involve 
the recogniti n e aminati n and unbia d weighing f factor on all ides when 
c n id ring ad ci i n. Fr q uently it require the elf-regulation to look beyond 
on ' b liefs and g al and to be pr par d to alter one's opinion when due 
con ideration m rit it. n fthe character trengths, open-1nindedne 
permit one the attribute of broad comprehension and unbiased judgm nt. 
4. L OVE O F LEARNING. 
Love of lemning is the intrinsically driven, enthusiastic pursuit of expanding 
one's knowledge, or attaining enhanced mastery of a topic or skill. It is achieved 
formally or informally, singularly or in groups, cognitive and/or physical and 
tends to be systematic in the approach to the learning. Love of learning may be 
restricted to a single subject or may span several areas at once. As one of the 
character strengths, love of learning allows one to negate the fn1stration and 
overcome the obstacles frequently encountered in leaning. 
5. P ERSPECTIVE {WISDOM). 
Perspective, which is often gained through experience, allows one the ability to 
make sense of their daily life and the world they live in. People with perspecti e 
rely upon their heightened understanding of life to provide wise and rational 
ounsel to their fell w man in or ler that they too may find a en of meaning. 
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on of th charact r trength p r p ctiv allows elf-recognition f one's 
1nerit and fallacie , a br ader compreh n i n f tneaning in ne' life, and a finn 
cmnmitment to making a p itiv c ntributi n to ociety. 
ore Virtu : OURA E - having the ability t ummon emotional trength to 
overcom internal and e t rnal pp ition and adv r ity 
Character trength 
1. BRA VERY (V LOR). 
Bra ery i the internal fortitude to face challeng r threats in daily life, which 
have the p tential t bring difficulty, harm, or pain to the self or other . It 
involve acting on or speaking up for what i right de pite opp sition or 
unpopularity. Bravery is the intrinsic urge to act voluntarily in assisting other 
with acknowledged disregard for the con equences or the extent of the adversity. 
one of the character strengths bravery allows individuals to place morality and 
higher purpose at the apex of importance. 
2. P ERSISTENCE (PERSEVERANCE; INDU TRIOU NE ) . 
Persistent people display the 1nental dedication to persevere in their endeavors 
until they finish what they start despite the obstacles and etback encountered. 
They are industriously fastidious in the pursuit of their goals and are staunch in 
their dedication, firm in their patience, and unwavering in their focus. As one of 
the character strength , persistence i the fuel that feed the engine of dedicat d 
striving to succeed. 
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INTE RlTY (A THENTI lTY; HONE TY). 
Pe ple with int grity are tho who n t only h ld hone ty incerity, and 
genu1n n s a a patt rn of daily li ing and infallibly hibit them lves in thi 
manner. hey h ld th ms 1 ace untable fl r their own th ught , feelings 
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p ech, and a tion and are igilant t en ur that they d not misrepresent or 
mi 1 ad tlrr ugh lh ir acti n r mt i n . They maintain a ensc of wner hip 
of s lf, own r hip of lf-resp n ibility and frequently di play a ense of 
authentic wholene in their live . A ne of the charact r lrength , int gri ly i 
ften 'self-placed" a the highe t intrin ic value. 
4. VJTALITY (ZE T; ENT IIU lA M; VIGO R; ENERGY). 
Vitality re ide in one s zestful approach to th daily challenge of life. ft 
involve self-determination to lead a life of excitement adventure, and liveliness 
fueled by constant energy and a wanton de ire to fee l alive and activated. It i an 
enthusiastic commitment not to do things half-heartedly, but rather to 1nbrace the 
adventure of being complete in both the mental and phy ical tribulations 
experienced each day. As one of the character strength , vitality can be an 
irrepressible positive force in the task of daily living. 
Core Virtue: HUMANITY - interpersonal skills and character strengths directed at th 
care of others. 
Character Strengths 
1. LOVE. 
Those wh make a conscious and directed effort t be close to other e, hibit lo -. 
found ed in the valuing of close relation hips. The int n it of th closen 
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n1o t frequ ntly found in r lati n hip wher caring and baring are freely given 
and fre ly recipro at d. ve kn w no b undarie i not restrict d to human 
cl sen and i xpr s dint rm of r mance, s , 01npanionship, r family. 
A on f the charact r trength love enable tru tin other a well a providing 
the foundation for a sen e f elf-c ntentment. 
2. K INDN RO ITY; RT RA ; ARE; 'OM PAS lON; ALTRUI TI 
LOVE; I E ) . 
Kindne involve freely offering aid and a si tance to oth r without the 
e p ctation of reciprocity or personal gain. These act of good deeds display 
genera ity and are frequently grounded in care and compassion for one's fellow 
man. Favor t others may be driven by alttuism or simply by ad sire to nurture. 
Kindness to others embodies respect, disregard for relatedn ss or similarity and 
on occasion emotional affection. As one of the character strength kindnes may 
bring joy through the simple act of giving and helping. 
3. S OC IAL INTELLIGENCE (EMOTIONAL AND PERSONAL INTELLIGENCE). 
Socially intelligent people are attuned to the emotions and feelings of others, 
perceptive to the goals and intentions of others, and adept at fo tering 
inclusiveness of all in any situation. While aware of their own motivation and 
worth, socially intelligent people strive to instill in other a ense of comfort and 
of being valued within the group. s one of the character strength , ocial 
intelligence enable one to foster healthy relationships. 
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ore Virtu :JUSTICE - the willingne s to rv £ r the betterm nt of the comn1unity 
Character trength 
1. CI IZE HIP ( 0 TAL R PON IBJLIT Y; LOYALTY; TEAMWORK). 
itiz n hip is di play d within a gr up by working for the betterment of the entire 
gr up t achi e th c mm n g od and th comm n goal. Within the team r the 
community 1 alt t the rganizati n and the cau e, maintaining one's fair hare 
f the w rk and putting a id p r nal agendas mb dy acts f s ciat 
r p nsibility. P r nal acrifi e obedience to auth rity, willingnc s to 
c mpromise and accommodation of consensu are all feature of good 
citiz n hip. As one of the character strengths, citizenship provid san individual 
with civic re p n ibility and ocial b longing. 
2. F AJRNE (EQUITY; J UST[ E). 
Fairness is demon trated by treating everyone accord ing to the universal ideals of 
equality and justice. In one's interactions with others, it requires the avoidance of 
personal bias, maintaining respect and compassion, a willingness to endor e th 
standards of morality and ethics, and an insistence that all parties interact in thi 
manner. As one of the character strengths, fairness i applied equally throughout 
all levels of society. 
3. L EADERSHIP. 
Leadership is the process of providing vision, direction, coaching, upport, 
delegation, and motivation to a group of people to execute the ta ks required to 
achieve a common goal. It requir kill in the area of organization, ocial 
interaction, providing critical feedback, and the ability to monit rand control 
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pr gre , and apply c n ctiv a tion wh n remedy is requir d. Leader get 
thing ffici ntly d n while maintaining t am c h ion; lead r listen with 
empathy and und r tanding. A on of th charact r trength , lead rship 
pro id th glue fl r ocial bu in s c mmunity and th r groups. 
ore Virtue: TEMPEREN E - str ngth that protect again t e cess. 
haracter trengths 
1. FORGIVENE A D MER Y. 
Forgi n 1 a piritual proce with moti nal-regulating properties utiliz d for 
nhancing po itive subjective tate . Forgivcnes is intenti nal, outwardly 
directed, and involv a c n ciou choice of po itivity by offering mercy instead 
ofvengeanc £ r tran gre sions committed against the self. It is di played by 
offering a second chance, accepting the shmicomings, tempering feelings of 
revenge, and resisting the temptation to wallow in a victi1n mentality. A one of 
the character strengths, forgiveness allow one to put aside the self-de tructive 
negativity associated with being wronged. 
2. H UMILITY/MODESTY. 
Humility and modesty involve the self-regulation and maturity required to allow 
one's deeds and accomplishments to be recognized by other rather than by the 
self Individuals with hmnility do not seek praise, do not seek the po ition of 
focus, and are receptive to advice and a sistance from others. A one of the 
character strengths, humility/ modesty allow the individual to b cognizant of 
on 's litnitations and fallibilities. 
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PRUD 
Prud n r ide in the n ideration f hoi e of acti n t con quences of that 
a ti n. Ptud nt p opl lf-r gulate impul ive behavi r, and what they say to 
a id r gr t at a lat r date. h t lerance of acceptabl ri sk, con ideration of 
hort-term r u 1 ng-term b n fit t futur g a! and maintaining an 
int llig nt and pra tical ori ntati n to lifl are di plays of prudence. s one of the 
chara t r tr ngths prudence bring 1 gic, con ideration and c ntr 1 to th daily 
d ci ion f living. 
4. SELF-REGULATION ( LF- ONTROL). 
lf-r gulati n involve monitoring and controlling reactions to what one feel s 
and do s. In tinctiv re pon e of impul ivity, flight, or aggression are negated 
by a con ciou choice to abide by pre-conceived concepts of appropriate behavior. 
Being disciplined, controlling appetites and craving , and initiating mechanism 
to resist temptations are displays of self-control. As one of the character 
strengths self-regulation allows st adiness and controlled reaction to the positive 
and negative effects of daily events. 
Core Virtue: TRANSCENDENCE - strengths that lend meaning to life thTough a belief 
in the human connection to something larger than the self. 
Character Strengths 
1. APPRECIATION OF BEAUTY ND EXCELLENCE (A WE; WONDER; ELEVATION). 
Appreciation of beauty encompasses consciou ]y noticing, savoring, and 
appreciating beauty in rhe world, thee ecution of killed perforn1ru1c , and the 
excellence in one's endeavor . Finding awe in all dmnain of 1 ifc, seeking 
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wond r in eryday v nt and deriving pl a ur inh rent to vi1iu and morality 
ar di play f appreciati n. one of th charact r tr ngths appreciati n of 
b auty all w n t mar 1 at th ph i al and piritual beauty of human 
i tenc . 
2. GRA T ITUD . 
ratitude i th a aren cont mplation and presswn f thankfulnes for 
what on ha and fl r th g d thing that happ n. ltrui tic in nature, fl unded 
on empathy, and dir cted utwardly gratitude usually precipitates a moral affect. 
It re ide in the mind t f g dwill indepcnd nt of reciprocal action. A one of 
the charact r trengths gratitude i valued a a panacea for happiness, good 
health, enhanced so ial relation hip , and mental calmne s. 
3. HOPE (OPTIMISM; FUTU R E-MINDEDNESS ; FUTURE ORJ E TATION). 
Hope is the perceived belief in the capacity to reach future goals through the 
utilization of pathways thinking (establishing the routes) and agency thinking 
(energetically using those routes) . It engenders an expectation of a good future, 
and a confidence in working towards that future. As one of the character 
strengths, hope allows people to expect the best frmn themselves, others, and their 
future experiences. 
4. H UMOR (PLAYFULNESS). 
Humor involves bringing joy, laughter, and happiness to oneself and other . 
People enjoy smiling, laughing, teasing, and participating in playful r pon 'e to 
adversity. Humor evokes the aLi of eeing the lighter side of lif , triving to 
employ cheerfulne sin overcoming obstacles, and injecting comic reli fto 
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mbat tre . A ne f th charact r trength hwnor allow individual to 
maintain a playful and imaginativ appr a h t li fe. 
5. PIRlTUAL lTY (R Ll 10 ; F ITH; PURPO ) . 
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pirituality r f1 ct on belief that th r i a high r purpos t lifl having faith 
in a In aning t the univ rse and accepting one ' place within th grander 
chen1 . piritualit may r ide in r ligi u belief and practic a ociated with 
f01mal ommunal organizati n or it may re ide intrin ically as an individual and 
private e pJorati n of tneaning in n ' life. As one of the charact r tr ngth 
pirituality all w a s nsc of comfort when adver ity occur an awarene and 
belief in the sacred a part of everyday life, and the experience of transcending 
b yond the self. 
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ppendix - Worl hop Worl beets 
e ion One Worksheet 
A. Pre entation of ore Virtue #1 and Po itive Introduction : 
1. J t d wn a few thought on what y u w uld like th gr up to know about you. 
ii. What did thi task feel like for you, did it bring up feelings of positivity or 
negativit ? 
111. What difficulties did you have in developing and telling your tory? 
B. Homework Assignment: 
1. Choose any two or tlnee exercises to practice your specific Signature trength 
from Core Virtue #1. (If you do not have a ignature Strength in this Virtu , 
choose an exercise that intere ts you.) 
n. Or create two or tlnee exercises that will fit for your particular circum tance 
taking into account such things as work, family hobbi sand other 
cormnit1nents. 
111. During the upcoming week, make a conce1ied effort to practice your ignature 
Strengths tlTiough the exercise you developed or have cho en to perform. 
IV. On a separate sheet of paper, jot down your Signature trength, thee crcise 
you chose, how you felt, and your overall p ricn c wh n y u p rlonn d th 
cxerc1 e. 
NOTE: BE PREPARED TO SJIARE AND DI U S THIS A SIGNMENT AT 
THE NEXT SES ION 
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e ion Two Work heet 
A. Participant Pre entation of Core Virtue #1 and Signature Strength Homework: 
1. ri fly di cu what worked [! r you. 
ii. What did not w rk w ll and h w w uld you impr ve on the experience? 
111. How did you feel before during and after having performed the exercise? 
IV. Do you see thi exerci e as a strategy for your Personally ustomized elf-
Care Plan, and if so, why; and, if not, why not? 
B. Homework Assignment: 
1. Choose any two or three exercises to practice your specific ignature trength 
from Core Virtues #2 & #3. (If you do not have a Signature Strength in the e 
Virtues, choose an exercise that interests you.) 
ii. Or create two or three exercises that will fit for your particular circmn tance 
taking into account such things as work, family, hobbies and other 
commitn1ents. 
111. During the upcmning week, n1ake a concerted effort to practice your Signature 
Strengths through the exercises you d veloped or have cho en to perform. 
IV. On a separate sheet of paper jot down your Signature Str ngth, thee erci e 
you chose, how you felt, and your overall experience when you performed the 
xerc1 e. 
NOTE: BE PREPARED TO SHARE AND DJ S USS THIS ASSIGNMENT T 
THE NEXT SESSION 
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A. Participant Pre entation on Core Virtue #2 & #3 and ignature Strengths 
Homework: 
1. Bri fly di u what worked fi r you. 
ii. W11at did not work o w 11 and h w would y u Improve n the e perience? 
111. How did y u feel b fore during, and after having p rformed th exerci e? 
1v. Do you see thi exercise as a strategy for your Personally Customized elf-
are Plan (PC CP) and if so, why; and, if not, why not? 
B. Homework Assignment: 
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1. Choose any two or three exercises to practice your specific Signature trength 
from Core Virtues #4 & #5. (If you do not have a Signature Strength in the e 
Virtues, choose an exercise that interests you.) 
11. Or create two or three exercises that will fit for your pruiicular ircum tance 
taking into account such things as work family, bobbie and other 
corrunitments. 
111. During the upcoming week, make a concerted effmi to practice your ignatur 
trengths through the exerc· e you developed or have cho en to perforn1. 
1v. On a separate heet of paper, jot down your Signature trength, the e erci 
you chose, how you felt, and your overall e perience when you p rfom1ed th 
exerc1se. 
NOTE: BE PREPARED TO SHARE AND DIS USS THIS ASSIGNMENT T 
TH E NEXT SESSION 
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e ion Four Worksheet 
A. Participant Presentation on Core Virtue #4 & #5 and ignature Strengths 
Homework: 
1. ri fly di u what w rked b r y u. 
ii. What did n t w rk well and how would you impr ve n thee perience? 
111. How did y u feel befor during and after having perfonn d the exercise? 
IV. o you ee this exerci e a a strategy for your Personally ustomized Self-
are Plan (PC P), and if so, why; and if not, why not? 
B. llomework Assignment: 
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1. Choose any two or three exercises to practice your specific Signature Strength 
.. 
11. 
from Core Virtue #6. (If you do not have a Signature Strength in this Virtue, 
choose an exercise that interests you.) 
Or create two or three exercises that will fit for your pa1iicular circun1stance 
taking into account such things as work, family, bobbie and other 
commitments. 
111. During the upcoming week, make a concerted effort to practice your Signature 
trengths through the exercises you d v loped or have chosen to perfon11. 
1v. On a separate sheet of paper, jot down your ignature Strength, the xercise 
you chose, how you felt, and your overall e pericnce when you perforn1ed the 
exerc1se. 
NOTE: BE PREPARED TO HARE AN D DI CUSS THI ASSIGNMENT AT 
THE NEXT SESSION 
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ession Five Worksheet 
A. Participant Pre entation on ore Virtue #6 and ignature trengths Homework: 
1. Briefly di cu what worked II r y u. 
ii. What did n t w rk so well and how would you improve on the experience? 
111. How did you feel before, during, and after having performed the exercise? 
1v. Do you see this exercise as a strategy for your Personally Customized elf-
Care Plan (P SCP), and if so, why; and, if not, why not? 
B. Homework Assignment: 
Mindfully continue to exercise your particular Signature Strengths and remaining 
Character Strengths in such a manner and frequency that the tasks enhance and 
increase your positive emotions and minimize your negative ones. 
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ppendix D - Self- are Plan 
Developing a Per onally ustomized elf-Care Plan (PC CP) 
1. SIGNATURE CHARACTER STRENGTHS- STRATEGIES FOR SELF-CARE: 
ore Virtue 
ignature tr ngth ne 
r 1 ( ) 
Core Virtue 
ignature lrength Two 
xerci e( ) 
Core Virtue 
Signature Strength Three 
Exercise( s) 
Core Virtue 
Signature Strength Four 
Exercise( s) 
Core Virtue 
ignature Strength Five 
xercise(s) 
-- ·- -
- - - - -
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2. CHARACTER STRENGTH S - STRATEGIES FOR SELF-CARE 
Core Virtue 
haracter trength 
-( rc1 ( ) 
Core Virtue 
hara t r trength 
E rei ( ) 
Core Virtue 
haract r tr ngth 
Exercise( s) 
Core Virtue 
Character Strength 
Exercise( s) 
Core Virtue 
Character Strength 
xercise(s) 
-
F- A 
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In the right hand column, tick off what you do pre ently or 
add what you will do. 
3. 
d di t 
n ugh l c 
Tak ual tivit 
d 
------
T k time ff h n i 11 
Wear that make u feel g d 
t--------
Jf (any p 1iing activity y 
Mak time for If-reflecti n 
ca oun ell r r Thcrapi t 
Write in a journal 
At times say no to added respon ibility 
Li tent your intuition, thought , beliefs, attitudes, and fi 
Let others be " there" for you 
5. EMOTION L SELF-CARE 
tay in contact with th se important to you 
ove yourself 
Allow yourself to cry 
Find things that make you laugh 
PI y with chi ldren 
ivc y ursclf aiTirmati ns; prat your. elf 
cck out comforting a tiviti , , objc ts, p oplc, r plac 'S 
y) 
ling 
- - - -
5 
--
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6. S PIRITUAL SELF-CARE 
Make tim for refl ti n 
pent tim with natur 
Find a piritual con11ecti n (friend co-w rker centre) 
e pent in pirati n 
heri h your ptimi m and hope 
Be aware f nonmat rial ble mg in your life 
mbrac 'not knowing ' 
Read in pirationalliteratur 
1ng 
Pray 
7 w . ORKPLACE OR p ROFESSIONAL s E LF-c ARE 
Take a break during work - your lunch or scheduled cof£ e break 
Take a mmnent or two to chat with co-workers 
Make quiet ti1ne to complete task 
Set limits with clients and colleagues 
Balance caseload so no one day or part of a day is "too much" 
Arrange your workspace so it is comfortable and efficient 
Get regular supervision or consultation 
Have a peer support group 
Adapted From: Saakvitne, K. W. , & Pearlman, L. A. (1996). Transfo1ming the pain: A 
workbook on vicarious traumatization. New York: W. W. Nmion & Company. 
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Appendi x E - Power Poin t Slides 
A SELF - CARE WORKSHOP 
From Thoughts to Actions 
OVERVIEW 
WORKSHOP STRUCTURE: 
',.,,. 
• , , - , ' , , 1 • I' •' , , ' ' II, J, jl I -1 V , • 
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OVERVIEW 
WORKSHOP GOALS: 
QUESTIONS TO BE ASKED 
VICARIOUS TRAUMATIZATION (VT): 
89 
QUESTIONS TO BE ASKED 
CHOICE THEORY: 
• t ' I ' - ' • "" 1 I J' • l ' ' •' '> PI 
Qt:JESTIONS TO BE ASKED 
PERSONALLY ACCOUNTABLE PEOPLE (PAPS): 
,I • .. , '.' ' , ' , -1 • I I ' ' ~ > • •' 
1 
._._.. , o • ~ ,I 'f 1 , ~. 
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<lUESTIONS TO BE ASKED 
POSITIVE PSYCHOLOGY (PP) & POSITIVE 
PSYCHOTHERAPY (PPT): 
QUESTIONS TO BE ASKED 
PERSONAL/POSTTRAUMATIC GROWTH: 
90 
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QUESTIONS TO BE ASKED 
SPIRITUALITY: 
' ~ ' ' ' I ' • , ~ • t ~ > , 1 • ,t , ,0, 
QUESTIONS TO BE ASKED 
SELF-CARE: 
I )' ' J' 1\ ,j e \ • ; 1 ' ' • ~I '-....,, l ~ , , : , "1 
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A SELF- CARE WORKSHOP 
Psycho-Education 
9 
VICARIOUS TRAUMATIZATION 
IS NOT: 
•!• COUNTERTRANSFERENCE 
•!• COMPASSION FATIGUE 
,.: ' 
1 ~ 1 • • '~ 0 • 1 l I , _ I "' I I ~ • , , 'J 
•!• BURNOUT: 
t j • I' ;1 '. • I ~ ... ''.,• • ...... ;,.:__. I '·. • .• ~I. • 
94 
VICARIOUS TRAUMATIZATION 
SYMPTOMS: 
~IC~RIOUS TRAUMATIZATION 
STRATEGIES: 
• I ! , • I I ; .. • , ' ~' ,~ ~ • ' • • ' " • I , , - ' • ._,,"" ~~· ~ o • o't f 0 
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CHOICE & PAPs 
... • : ' ' .. ' ' • '" J • • 
POSITIVE PSYCHOLOGY 
'~ .. ' ' I I I r •, • ' ( ·:' ! ' ' • • ' •, l ' ' • \ ' J ' 
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POSITIVE PSYCHOTHERAPY 
.,. • • .. "< I ~ 
l I • I 1 
PERSONAL & 
~POSTTRAUMATIC GROWTitt 
I ' .. ' 'I J '" "., , I , 
1
• ,._ ~ t 0 I, I ,0 • 'o ' ' "t ' ' • 
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PERSONAL & 
~ .. .>.J...;)POSTTRAUMATIC GROWTid 
' ' ·~· • < 1 • J • ,. !"' • , , • ; ' • 1 < , , • >, I i 
SPIRITUALITY 
\ • ' \~ ' • ' 'I' I ' ~ o! • .~ ~ • ' ,__. i.f~ - l '• ' J • t I 
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SELF-CARE 
- • j •• ... '. ' ' ""'. • t' . .. l ' t ... • • ..- ' ' .... • ... 
SIGNATURE STRENGTHS 
1~ , • ... ' I '. • ~· ' .., J lol 4 ' ! i.• I M •• 1 ....... ~~ .... ~-"' l .. 1 • \ • ' IJ • •• 
R WTH 
EXERCISING YOUR 
CHARACTER STRENGTHS 
. '~ ~er~oMlly_ Custom~ed Self::Car.e Progr_am Utilizing ~ 
WISDOM & KNOWLEDGE 
EXERCISES 
CURIOSITY: 
' I ' 'I I ' ' " ~ I t ' ', ' •,.- ,, ! ' '~o.(' \ t, ' I ' J ' I 
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WISDOM & KNOWLEDGE 
EXERCISES 
CREATIVITY: 
C ~ • f ··• • ' ' I • I ' "'01 • l .,..,. • ..- 0 ~ .. 
WISDOM & KNOWLEDGE 
EXERCISES 
OPEN-MINDEDNESS: 
• I t' • , _ " ' , • ~ ~ ~ ~ -..'' ' • f • • 4 t 
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WISDOM & KNOWLEDGE 
EXERCISES 
LOVE OF LEARNING: 
WISDOM & KNOWLEDGE 
EXERCISES 
PERSPECTIVE: 
.•:• . Collect-Ctiinese fortune Coo~ie~ anct see tiow many. . . 
different "fortunes" you -can connect to your life 
10 l 
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BRAVERY: 
COURAGE 
EXERCISES 
COURAGE 
EXERCISES 
PERSISTENCE: 
' I '' •, I • f • • ' ~ 1 , • • ' I , , 
102 
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COURAGE 
EXERCISES 
INTEGRITY: 
VITALITY: 
COURAGE 
EXERCISES 
~' • • I J t.l, '" I t ,• ,-,- o' I ')'"""' • - ' , -·) t , ' 1 
lO 
LOVE: 
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HUMILITY 
EXERCISES 
• • ..., ~ 11.- ~ ~ ' -f • ' t> • • • I 1.. o - I. ' I <' 
HUMILITY 
EXERCISES 
KINDNESS: 
, , • • , .· ·l • ' · · , • ~ ~ , ... • • 11 • , ~ 'r • .!!!.;;;; • L,; • •. • 
l04 
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HUMILITY 
EXERCISES 
SOCIAL INTELLIGENCE: 
-appropriate manner in wtlictl you coula tlave gotten your 
message across · 
JUSTICE 
EXERCISES 
CITIZENSHIP: 
' ' ' • • < • ' I I' • ,. ~ t' : • ~ ~:._,~ ' ' ' ,. ' ' ' ' I ' 
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JUSTICE 
EXERCISES 
FAIRNESS & EQUITY: 
JUSTICE 
EXERCISES 
LEADERSHIP: 
0 
' ,,.. ,' ., ' ' ' ' I • t" I ~ ..0 , < ' ; 1 "" • I 1 "',• 
. -
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TEMPERENCE 
EXERCISES 
FORGIVENESS & MERCY: 
I ,' "' ' ll • .. 1 I I .,. • > ~ 'f ' •" ' ' J ' 
TEMPERENCE 
EXERCISES 
HUMILITY: 
• • , -< f ' J • , olt , , 1. ~ I , ...., , I' • , 'I' •• ' - • ..-, - • • , 
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TEMPERENCE 
EXERCISES 
PRUDENCE: 
. ' 
• ..... .. .. , ). • ',.. . 'l;• ' • • ' ' • . 
TEMPERENCE 
EXERCISES 
SELF-REGULATION: 
108 
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TRANSCENDENCE 
EXERCISES 
APPRECIATION OF BEAUTY & 
EXCELLENCE: 
. .· tlig~ l.~~,el_of!c.~l!lP.~.t~_nce an.~ ~~}b,!~~l!' tl_ow ru.,~~tl ~~ ~ . ,. , .. 
appreciate· their ability · · . · 
TRANSCENDENCE 
EXERCISES 
GRATITUDE: 
r • ." • ' • ~"" • ; ;' ' f>!. • • ~ • • I , ..... , , . • , ' . 
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TRANSCENDENCE 
EXERCISES 
HOPE: 
' , ' ' I • I , , ~ t •• • • ,. ; •' • • .._ io , , _ _., ., ~ 't' 
TRANSCENDENCE 
EXERCISES 
HUMOUR: 
' • '·' I • ' ' ' > I ' • • ·:1 ., I tl - : I - • 
ll 0 
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TRANSCENDENCE 
EXERCISES 
SPIRITUALITY: 
• .t::_ 'T ~ • • • - - ' • • •• ~ , • •, • • , • • • { • • • • 
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Appendix F - Workshop Evaluation Form 
Ratin g the " Po itive P ychology Meet elf-Ca re Worl<s hop" 
What component 
so? 
What component 
that i so? 
UNFULFILLED 
EXPECTATIONS!! 
HELPFUL 
VERY HELPFUL 
BANG ON 
EXPECTATIONS 
MET!! 
of the workshop worked well for you and why do you think that i 
of the work hop did not work so well for you and why do you think 
- -- -----
VT & P R NAL R WTH 1 1 
I a y ur opinion ab ut elf- are chang d and in what way? 
Wa the material, as pre ented benefici al to you in your role a a helping professional? 
What cornn1ents or uggestion do you feel would be useful in honing the delivery of the 
workshop or its content? 
Would you recommend thi workshop to others? Why or Why not? 
-- -
-
- --
--- -
--- --- -
- - - - -
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